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The .Howard Bison football 
team recorded their first victory of 
the seaso n by defeating Alabama 
A&M Uni versi ty. Tl1e fi11al was 28-
7. The Bi son played a good ga1ne 
a11d don1inated fro1n beginning to 
e11d. 
The Biso11 executed well on 
both sides of the ball. Offensively 
I 
the Bison were led by Ju11ior quar-
terback Jay Walker who co1npleted 
13 of 25 pa sses for 161 yards. 
Walker threw for two touchdowns 
including a two-yard pass to tight 
end David Sierra and an I I-yard 
pass to Gary ''The Flea'' H11rrell in 
the back of the end zone. Walker 
also added to the ru11ning ga1ne by. 
scrambling for 27 yards including a 
six-yard touchdown run. In on! his 
second start for the Bi son, W Iker 
re ce ived Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference (MEAC) Co-Offensive 
Player-Qf-The-Week honors to cap 
off a successful weekend. 
-The running game was up 
to p11r as usual as the Bison backs 
co111bined for 128 yards on 31 car-
ries. Running bao( Rupert Grant 
added to the Bison scoring by rush-
i 11g for a one-yard touchdown . 
Gralit led all Bison rushers as he fin-
ished with 39 yards on nine 
photo by Herman Moore/ The Maroon and White 
Bison Quarterback Jay Walker draws back for one of the tong passes that won the game for Howard. 
attempts. Phil Simpson also helped 
by runn \ng for 35 yards on four 
attempts. I . 
- Defensively, the consisten-
cy was the same. Defensive Ends 
Ransom jMiller and James Spears 
added a 'ot to the defensive line by 
combining for a total of 11 tackles. 
Both ends also racked up one sack 
each. At. the safety s pot s Neal 
Downing r3.cked up six solo tackles 
and Tim Watson added five solos 
and one ass isted. Out side line-
• 
backer Elton Parish played aggres-
sively adding two sacks ·to the stats . j 
The Bi son will pl ay their 
first home game on Saturday against 
the Cheyney State Wolves. Game 
time is 11' :00 P·'l' · Thi s will be 
another non-conference opponent 
for the Bison. 
The Wolves, who are ht!aded by 
first-yea[ coach Chris Ro1:1hlac , are 
coming jnff a 28-21 loss to Morris 
Brown at home on Saturday . . 
Howard leads the series 9-1. but the 
two tearh
1
s have not met since 1982. 
' OffenSively, some key players to 
watch on the Cheyney sq uad are 
tailback Keith Higdon, quarterback 
Charles jCole and tight end Charl'es 
Bradley Defensively the Wolves 
' are led by defen sive end Stacey 
Thedford and linebacker Tellis 
Jackson. 
UGSA's fiscal, administrative uproar continues 
By Brandi Smith 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Tl1 e , U11derg radu •1te Stude11t 
Assc111bly (UGSA) ren1ai ns in co11fu-
sion because 01· que.<; tions concerning 
linar1t es ar1d the coordinator's el igibil -
ity. The 1n;1r1 i11 question. Coordinator 
Kcvi11 Tucker, arrived six minutes 
before the acljt'lurn111ent of· a meeting 
l1e scheduled. 
Tl1e discussion l1eated up when 
K:111ika Magee. the financial ;:1dv isor, 
distributed the financ ial reports from 
the surnrncr bl1dgct. When questioned, 
M•1gec fa i<I sl1e did. not .have all of the 
ir1for111a1ion b1cause sl1e was in New 
Jer.<;ey the e11 tirc su1nmer. 
Vice-Coordinator Carol Crawford , 
\vho chaired Tuesday's meeting in 
Tltcker' .s abse11ce. ques ti o11ed how 
n1ucl1 of the <lpproved· st ipends were 
<ICtua li }' clistributed to employees thi s 
sun11l1er. Tl1e llnancial report presented 
by Magee indicated that Craw ford 
received $2400 for 17 weeks during the 
sumn1er. However. Crawford said that 
sl1e 011ly rece ived $750. 
'' I was not paid. (for) t\VO weeks 
because I was suspended by the coordi-
. nator for what I believe ar~ per.<;o nal 
reasons. It is not bcc:ll•Se I \vas nol 
se rving rny hours," Crawfor<I said. 
"'One week, one of my friends died and 
I was coord inaling the funeral ... And 
for 1wo weeks, I was out c>f tl1c coun-
try ." 
Her absences thi s sur11111er totalled 
five weeks. and 1nore than $4()() is stil t 
unaccoUnted for. r 
Magee could not expl:1i11 tl1c di~crep­
ancy. 
' 'Tl1ere were n1iscalculatior1s in the 
financial breakdown and tl1e fl111ncial 
repon I gave Kanika (M<1gec) was not 
the one sl1e preseRted at the n1ee,1ing." 
said Tucker who a<;sessed tl1e fi11~ncial 
repon. 
Shanda Sutto11, UGSA public rela-
tions chairperson. also did not receive 
pay thi s sun1mer, but at tl1e begi nning 
of the semester, she was rei111bursed. 
Accord ing to Kevin Bryan t, 
Undergraduate Trustee, tl1e retreat \Vas 
paid for by the University. i 
' 'Transponation was the only thi11g 
tharwas not paid for and most of us car-
pooled. The $2000 was for 35 people," 
Brya11t said. 
Supply costs also initiated a round of 
inquiries. Kevin Branch, a School of 
Engineering representative, did not 
accept the initial cost of $37.50 for a 
box of diskettes. 
''Every price on there (financial 
report) is legitimate for supplies. All 
the supplies are in the office," Tucker 
said. 
Monica Williams. the UGSA griev-
ance chairperson, confirmed this report. 
' ''As far as I know. everyone received 
supplies." Willia111s sa id . ''I was in 
charge Of supplies.'' 
At the meeting, Branch motioned to 
forn1 a committee to rectify financ ial 
matters by having all papers disclosed 
10 the Howard University general stu-
dent body. 
The final pending issue is the eligi-
bility of UGSA executive board mem-
bers. , 
Crawford presented a Jetter from 
Director of Student Activities Belinda 
Lightfoot-Watkins with the names of 
• 
the eligible members of UGSA. dated " 
September 15. 1992. 
Two bxecutive board members were 
not on ttie list, and Tucker was one of 
then1 . 
··1 am eligible: although. this is a per-
sonal matter. fo r the bettennenl of the 
student poptilous. I gave you (THE 
HILLTOP ) the information," Tucker 
said. 
Accordi11g to Crawford. a represen-
tatives' na111e may nol be on the li st 
for 1he followi ng reasons: ( I) they 
~re new; (2) their names were not sub-
mitted by their schools; and (3) they 
did not meet the cri teria for eligibility 
-- valid~tion a11d/or grade point aver-
age. I 
· Branch piade an9thcr tnotion 10 
remove the coordinator and/or vice-
coordinator at the next meeting to be 
held Tuesday in Douglass Hall, room 
116. I 
··we have a budget of $50,000. If 
they chn' t do the job. then someone 
·has to s1tep up and do the job, ·• sMd 
Charvis Campbell-Carter, a College of 
Arts & Sciences representative. 
D.C. primaries bring familiar faces to winners' circle 
By Tisha Derricotte 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For Ward 8 residents, Tuesday's pri-
maries - domi11ated by Democrats - were a chance 
to bring about changes for the most southern part 
of the ci ty as voters gave the former D.C. Mayor, 
Marion Barry, the democratic nomination to repre-
sent the city in the November 3rd elections. 
Barry led his opponents by receiving 
69.5 percent of the votes. He was followed by 
Wilhelmina Rolark with 20. 7 percent; Ab Jordan 
with 6.7 percent ; and Charles Dixon and 
Jephu11neh Lawrence rounding out the final votes 
with 1.8 percent and 1.2 percent respectively. 
''Tho~e who opposed thi s crusade don ' t 
panic, '' Barry said. ''Those who understand what 
happened in Ward 8 don't panic. Those of the city 
council who are afraid I am going to come down 
there and do something different don't panic.'' 
''Barry comes from a district that would 
be fooli sh to pick anyone Jess visible for the seat -a 
district whose interests have so long been over-
looked by the city," said Lorenzo Morris, professor 
Of.political science at Howard University: ''While 
he may have been accused of primarily serving 
•• 
those in the husi11ess community, he has al so 
served those i11 the poor di stricts as well." 
In other parts of the city, fierce competi-
tion kept i11cumbent counci l members struggling to 
keep thei r sea ts. For some, the fight is over. 
However, for others, the fight still wages. The 
official f ina l votes will be in as of neX.t Friday, 
after absentee ballots have bee11 tallied. 
Ward 7 brought a repeat upset as Kevin 
Chavous defe<ited H.R. Crawford and won the 
de1nocratic no1l)ination. Four years ago, Crawford 
said that if he were elected to one more tenn , it 
would be hi s last. And so Chavous, 36, a lawyer in 
the t"irm of Cadeaux & Paglieri, made sure that 
Crawford kept hi s promise. 
Chavous led the raCe by capturing 41 .7 
percent of the votes, and Crawford trailed with 37 
percent. Nate Bush, whO ran against Crawford in 
1988. came in third with 18.5 percent; Tony 
Graha finished with 2.6 perc,nt. The only 
Repub can nomination went to Johnny Scott Rice, 
who r n unopposed. Rice received 75.7 pelcent 
of the oles. 
Charlene Drew Jarvis squeaked by F. 
Alexis Roberson coming away with, 50.2 percent 
in Ward 4. Roberson, a former member of the 
Barry Administration, received a close 
49. 1 percent. 
At-large council 1nen1ber John 
Ray sailed through the pri1naries. Ray 
won the de1nocratic nomination with 
75 percent of the votes; M. ''Skeeter' ' 
Douglas received 14 percent , while 
Jim Montgo1nery garnered 8.6 percent 
of the votes. 
111 other parts of the city, Jack 
Evans, u11opposed in Ward 2, received 
the democrati c nomination ; he cap-
tured 94 percent of the votes. At-large 
s tatehood ca ndidate Sam Jordan 
received 82.7 percent. 
111 spite of the nun1erous elec-
tions this week, the focus was on Barry 
who left office two years ago because 
of a drug conv.iction. 
During his victory speech , 
' Barry said that he intends to work with 
1992 
Ward 4 Council Seat 
Charlene Drew Jarvis 1043 votes 50.2°/o 
F. Ale'xis Roberson 6889 votes 49.1 o/o 
Ward 8 Council Seat 
Mari9n Barry Jr. 
Wilhelmina Rolarki 
Ab Jordan 
p297 votes 
1872 votes 
605 votes 
Charles Dixon . 167 votes 
Jephunneh Lawrence 11-1 votes 
•Amounts missing absentee. ballots 
scam.'' 
69.5°/o 
20.7% 
6.5°/o 
·1.89°/o 
1.2°/o 
• 
• 
member's of the city council 101 bring respect to 
Ward 8. 
Rolark wl10 has served on the council 
since 1977 said. ''I simply can't believe that the 
good thinking people' of Ward 8 would fall for a 
''I think Bai"ry has some positive experi-
enee that he can bring to the council and we have 
• to assume he is capable of overcoming his nega-
tive experiences," Morris said. 
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Law Schobl renovates to meet requirements 
West campus <begins chnstruction in order to satisfy standard set fo~th by its accreditation body 
8y Larry W. Brown 
H1Htop Staff Writer 
In a11 effort to re new its 
accreditation. the Howard 
University Law School is set .to 
u11dergo n1ajor renovations tt1 is 
vear. 
, The law school J1as been 
ta rgeted bei.:au se o f reqt1i re-
111 e nt s es tabli shed by The 
Assoc ia1 io11 ot' An1erican Law 
Schools, the accreditation body 
that accredits la\v sc hools 
ac1·oss the nation , according I(> 
Philip Artin , Director of 
Planning and Development in 
the Phy sica l F '1ci l ities 
Department. 
Tn'e association has set aca-
demic requirements for al l la\\' 
schools, su~h as the fu11c1 ion of 
lhe classes,' locatio11 of stude11t 
<>rganizations, and the size a11d 
nu1nbe r of· the Class1·00 111s. 
A1·1in said. 
''l 'here has not bee~ a p1·ob-
le 111 with getting the school 
reaccredited," Artin said~ ''but 
\Ve have to n1ee t che require-
me11ts. ,. 
Law School Associate Dean 
George Johnson said thar the 
school has never los t its 
acc rectitation. 
·'Every law school across 
tl1e country is checked [by the 
accred itat ion team] . Our 
scl1oo l is checked every seven 
years; rhis is our year," he said. 
. . 
According to Johnson 
there 's no time frame for com-
pl iance to the requirements, 
however he is anxious to com-
plete the work . 
''We \Vant to have ftie reno-
vations done as soon as possi-
ble:· he said. ~ 
Law student, Talib Karim, 
sl ightly shares the same view. 
''"7hen we first came, we 
were told the co nstruction 
would be completed before the 
bulk"io f classes for first year 
Dance Ensemble 
takes off with new 
curriculum 
By Keisha Brown 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
l ' he 
Uni ve r:; iry Dance Enst'.111ble 
(H.U. D.E.) endured cl1a11ges in 
1he School of Fine Arts this 
~e 1neste1·. Although tl1is is the 
second year that the Ho\.\-·ard 
Univer~ ity Dance En se 1n ble 
(H.U.D.E.) has been •nder 
Fine Arts, this year p1·on1ises a 
new direc 1io11. 1' 11 e t·o1·111er 
orga11izatio11 is 110\v a 111<l11Ua-
1ory class. 
Students \vl10 audition and 
are accepted into tl1e class \Viii 
receive 0 11 e credit. Tl1e class 
Mo11d ;:1y th rough 
Thursday fro1n 6 p .1n . to 8 
p .m .. and \viii be tatl.ght by 
Pearle Prin1u s firs t se 1neste1·. 
However, durin g the second 
semester, Dr. Sheryl Miller \v iii 
be supervising :as \ve il as co11-
·ducting classes. 
For1ner me n1b e rs w ho 
re1nained active with H."U. D.E 
n1ust also audition this year for 
a po si ti o n with th e ne\v 
H.U.D.E. Man y, of the former 
members do not like the riew 
audition poli cy. In previou s 
years, once a person was a 
member- it was not necessary 
to auditi on for a posit i9 n as . 
long as their me1nbership was 
i11 good standing. 
In addition the H.U. D.E. 
111e1nbers were giVen the option 
of taking dance instruction as a 
class or enjoying it <ls an extra-
curricular ;.1c1ivity. Me mbers 
were also give 11 the liberty of 
c l1oreograpl1ing th e ir own 
works a11d showcasin g their 
talent i11 seaso11al pert·or111ances 
on ca1npt1s. 
'·A lot of fl exibility ha s 
bee11 taken away and so has the 
e11joyn1e11t . , Tl1ere is no longer 
stude111 interven t ion, which 
take s 11\vay one of ,th e good 
aspects. Al so rehearsal ti1ne 
lias bee11 doubled \Vhich makes 
. 
th ings n1ore llifficu lt ," Kerri 
Hu111phrey. a for111er member 
sa id. ~ 
M;.1ny reno\vned dancers 
\Vi ii co 111e 10 teach technical 
c\ass~s . These guests \Viii pro-
vide a 11e\v re pertoire, wh·ich 
\Viii allow 11ot on ly Howard 
stt1d ent s to pa1·ti c ipate , bu.t 
A111erican University students 
with0ut a 111i11imal fee, .and sru-
• 
dents t·ro1n the co1111nunity who 
111L1st be 18 years old. :i. 
World famot1 s. Dr. Pearle 
Primus. will hold audition'S tO 
teach and choreograph dance 
1110\1e111ents1 in preparation for 
pcrfor1na11ces. at ihe University 
a11d tl1e Ke11nedy Center. 
''The rcason~th1ese thi11gs are 
being done is to g ivb higher 
vis ibility to dance at· :t~e 
sc l1 ool and com munity. VT"e 
law students began," Karim 
said. ' 'I am looking forward to 
seeing what the campus is 
going to look like after the con-
struction.'' 
The average 
age of the build-
ings is 50 years. 
The last time the 
law school under-
went renovations 
was approximate-
ly four years ago 
to add more 
classes. 
• -Phillip :Artin 
Physical 
Facilities 
The school will undergo 
renovat~ons, specificall y the 
upgradi.rig and creation of 
class roon1s and office spaces. 
The renovation task is divided 
into three separate projects: 
Notre Dame Hall, Houston 
Hall and Holy Cross Hall. 
"In each building, the bulk 
of the work will be the installa-
tion of an air conditioning and 
heating system," Artin said. 
The estimated cost for the 
renovations by completion will 
be between 6.5 and 7 million 
dollars. Th e University 
received money for the renova-
ti ons from a Financial 
Industrial Revenue Bond that 
was ordered in 1990, Arlin 
said. 
,.. ''We have to prioritize with 
o ur resources," Artin said. 
''We' r~ trying to diStribute [the 
f"DOil ~·Yl between three build-
ings. By the tin1e of comple-
tion, mos t of the programs for 
the Law School as required by 
the accrediting body will be 
satisfactory.' ' 
Once the renovations are 
finished, the law students' 
activity offices and interview 
· rooms will be located in Notre 
Dame Hall . Houston Hall will 
have additional offices and 
new classrooms. Two new 
classrooms and support service 
offices such as financial a.id 
will be additional fea'tures in 
• 
Holy Cross Hall. 
Artin said that currently the 
wo·rk in Houston Hall and 
Notre Dame Hall is 60% and 
?O o/o complete, respectively. 
Work has not yet begun irl 
., 
Holy Cross Hall, but the design 
stage is 70% complete, he said. 
Johnson agreed. ''Any ren-
ovations are going to cause 
some disruptions and inconve-
, 
niences, like putting some peo-
ple out of the;r offi ces, '' he 
said. ~ 
"Performing the work while 
the building is occupied is not 
• 
an easy task ," 
1
Artin said. 
''There is dust, fumes, noise, 
mud and all types of distur-
bances . · But the law school 
faculty, staff and students have 
been cooperative. The incon-
venience will be short lived." 
Artin added that renovations 
in Houston and Notre Dame 
will be complete by December 
or January . Work in Holy 
Cross will be complete some-
time in 1993. 
The average age of the 
buildings is 50 years . . The last 
time the law school underwent 
renovations was·approximately• 
four years ago to add more 
classes, Artin said. 
'' Due to the construction 
there are parking problems for 
students and administration. 
The construction has caused a 
s light problem with parking 
because the construction work-
ers ar,e taking the . parking 
spaces, thus limiting available 
space, 'Karim said." 
file photo 
The Howard University Dance Ensemble will take their new moves from the classroom to the stage. 
want to achieve national expo-
sure for our dance program 
whiCh we are trying to make a 
major," Dr. Jeff Donaldso n, 
Dean of School of Fine Art s 
said. 
Also there are three instruc-
tors who will be qualified in 
certain form s of Afric a n 
d~nce. Each in structor will 
te3ch the c lass for a third of. 
the semester. 
Paul Kengmo from 
Cam.eroon , Kadiatou Conte 
• 
from Guinea , and Assa ne 
• 
Konte fro1n Senegal will teach 
in their specialized fields. 
In add.ition, Talley Baetty, 
Pepsi Bethel and Steve Rooks 
wi ll hold classes. The idea is 
for students to gain knowledge 
in all fields of· dance. 
''We want out students to 
have the benefil qf their dis-
tinc t Clt lture and other cul-
lt1 res,'' Donaldson said. 
Currently, dance is not 
offered as a major at Howard, 
but Donald son wants that to 
c han ge. Th e Department of 
Fine Arts, hopes. to present a the Univ~rsity mu st i1nprove 
proposal to the board of inadequate faci litie s before 
trustees in December create a they in s titute an improved 
dance a major. Dance E~~emble . 
Donald so n hope s a "Our purpose of changing 
curriculum could be developed the s tructure of the Dance 
and approved by Fall 1993. Ensemble is not only to com-
The curriculum would be pete with other Hi storically 
designed so that at the end of Black Colleges and 
one's dance career one would · Universities, but other institu-
• 
still have Career opportunities lion s in the countrx. We 
in either c horeography or already have a fi"rst class fac-
teaching. ulty and we want to augment 
Before· this ffiajor. revamp- ·~ that with the instructors we 
ing of H.U. D.E. takes place, have hired," Donaldson said. 
·• 
Student voters targe~ed by registration drives · 
By Chelsea L. Stalling 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA ). in con-
junction with The League of 
Won1en Voters; is e11couraging 
students to exercise their right 
~ to vote through a September 
voter registration drive. 
Last Friday's press confer-
ence in the Ar1nour J . 
• 
• Blackburn University Ce111er 
~ · featured President of the Leag.ue 
· o~ Wo1nen Voters, Becky Cain; 
~Dr. FranklyiyG . Jenifer ; and 
HlJSA Msident, Ivan K. 
Hopkins. 
ballot box . Voters want their 
elec toral sys tem back," Cain 
said. 
Jul ia Gray, first vice-presi-
den1 of the leaguC, stressed the 
, 
i111port ;:1 11ce of reaching individ-
uals ra11ging fro1n ages 18-24. 
'' 18-24 is the group of largest ' 
propor.lion. Jn order to make an 
effective change. we need to 
have 1nore young people 
involved in the electoral pr0€ess 
that are registered to vote and 
actually voting, '' Gray said. 
T_he league 's individual drive 
ends September 19th. 
'fhe drive here on c~mpuS is 
bein g coordinated by HUSA 
' Assistant Chief of Slaff, Erlk 
· Deshields. 
which 1s about 2,500," 
DeShields said. 
According to De shields. 
each day of the dri ve is spon· 
sored by a different University 
group or organiZation. A table is 
se t up in the Blackburn 
University Center where stu-
dents ma'y register and obtain 
information about the organiza. 
tion that is sponsoring the drive 
for that particular day. 
A political forum has been 
scheduled for September 24th 
featuring representatives from 
both the Democratic and 
Republican parties. 
area to get registered. 
The m~i11 activity on the 
college agenda is a rally which . 
will take place Friday at I p.m. 
• 
on ''the Yard.'' 
··we want to register 7 ,000 
students across the area during 
the month of Septen1ber, and 
this rally will be a grear help," 
Coleman said. 
s~ far, 1,200 area s1ude~ 
have been registered. 
An effort is also. being made 
. . 
for those students who are regis-
1ered in their home states to 
vote by absehtee ballot. 
J 
Voter 
Registration 
poll 
Just 2 months 
betor.e th~ al e\ec-
pres1cten 1 1 uu 
. 630/o 0 ri t1on, re reg-
studendts :owe"er 
istere · 
not a\\ will vote. 
'. 1 
I 
Of the 63°/o, 58 will actually cast ballots in November. 
' 100 people sufveyed. 
) 
''I urge everyo11e to register 
during the league' s drive and 
~hen vote in November so that 
elected officials hear a strong 
itnd p<Jwerful rnessage t·ro111 the 
''Our prescribed goal is to 
rea1.:h onc-f'ourth of the students 
Senior Christopher Coleman 
is the dislrict college coordina-
tor for the Clinton-Gore cam-
paign. Thi s position requires 
him to encourage college stu-
dents in the Washington, D.C. 
''We want students 10 get 
regi stered and vote in their 
home states so they can make 
an impact regardle_ss o~ where 
they're from .'' Coleinan $aid. graphic by Michael Hodge 
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SPEAK (fl) TIJ7f • 
-What do you think should be on the agend1\for politicians concer11ing 
' · blacks during the upcoming elections? .1 
''I believe urban· policy deserves a great deal of 
atlention. If they don ' t give it attention, it' ll start 
spreadi ng to the suburbs where people think 
they 're safe . They ' re now realizing that the 
"Po li ticians shou ld be trying to work n1ore 
with little ki'ds a11d teach 1he1n now because 
they're the future." 
-Latif Reid ~ v 
"Politicians need to get to the root of all the 
problems such as unemployment, crime, and 
drugs. All of these are caused by something . , 
bigger." 
-A~ta Faizah problems are not just in ou r community." 1 Freshman, Collei;e of Fi 11e Arts 
JuJior, College of Fine Arts -Shatintae Brown 
Senior, School of Communications 
' 
''Basically, I thiilk the attention should be on 
compiled by Larry W. Brown 
education because there ' s not enough 
money out there that blacks can qualify for: · 
-Andrew Pratt 
Junior, College of Arts & Sciences 
testifying for the defense and 
educational fund , before 
Congress. She also has consult-
University Law School kicked ed with Congress on judicial 
off its dea n 's series with a appointments. 
woman wpo has made pioneer-
ing her career . . 
• NAACP Legal Defens• and Knight to lead Coll~ge o 
Dentistry 
Once again Pres ident Dr. 
Franklyn G. Jenifer has appoint-
ed a new dean to se rve the 
J-:foward University community. 
Dr. Robert S. Knight was named 
Dean of the Col lege of Dentistry 
on August 1, 1992. 
Dr. K:11ight 's career 
I 
• 
''They.need to work at getting black youth~ off the 
streets and getting them jobs. Many politicians are 
putting state workers out o.f work ." ·1 
-Darlene Rollins 
Senior, School of Business 
• 
photos by Michael Harris 
• 
' 
Educational Fund Deputy 
Director-C ounsel, Elaine R . 
Jones. addressed law students 
Wednesday. Although the 
pro~ram is s tructured to let 
Howard University law gradu-
ates speak to students about cur-
re nt issues, an exception was 
n1ade in the &se of Jones, who 
was the firs t black woman to 
graduate from the University of 
Virginia Law School; she was a. 
1970 graduate. 
here began when he accepted ,a I 
Jones also was the first black 
to si t on the Board of Governors 
o f the American Bar 
~ Association. 
position as assistant professor in 
f"965 . For the next 27 years, 
Khight held lhe following p~si­
tions: full professo r, and tilter 
associate dean and coord inator 
of Howard University Health 
Careers Opportunities Program 
(Dental Section). Throughouf her legal career. 
c iv il rights has remained her 
fo cus. In addition to her 
NAACP responsibilities, Jones 
se rve s .i's a watchdog for 
Co ngre ss. She monitors 
enforcement activities 
1
in execu-
, ti\1e branch agencies .and civi l 
rights initiatives. 
Knight earned his bachelor's 
degree at Talladega College, hi s 
doctor of dental surgery degree 
form Meh"1T)' Medical College, 
and his c
1
ertificate in oral 
• 
surgery from New York 
University. In addition, Knight 
received a fellowship in oral 
pathology from New York 
University. 
In add ition , s he spend s 
1 countl ess hours on Capitol Hill 
Internship at BMG Distribution 
RCA and Arista Records 
' R & BMUSIC IN 
WASHINGTON D.C. 
JOit JOB REQUIREMENTSt 
• 2 year In ternship 'tor a col~ • Full Time Student tn p1.1nuit o f al 
SOphomore or Junior I ~ast a Bachelors Degree 
• 20 hOun per week • Love and exten'sive 
• Rl!tall Pmmotlon lnvo!Ymlel 1t knowledge of music 
• lntemship is part or BMG • some expt11e1 a In refail. radio or 
Disbibution's Nationwide other rrusic.f"Nted i.R.!IS prerl!rrl!d 
' Alternat111e Mar11etlng Program • Creative & energetic person who 
• Salay: SS.00 per hour and Sttksacareerinlhemus!cindustry 
S220 per month eitJ)«lses • Must hall!:!' car 
For consideration ple<1se fail or m<1U your resume Immediately to: 
.·~~ 
M U S C 
Kirsten Behncke, BMG Music Inc., . 
Fax: f2 l 2f 930-4613 
1133 Avenue of the JVnericas 6th Floor, New York. New Yori< I 0036 
' 
U.S. Deportmenl of Energy 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
I 
RESE.ARCH SEMESTER 
• Computer Sciences • Engineering 
• Physics 
• lnviro.amealal & Life Scienies 
• Malhemalic1 
• Ph 1ical Sciences 
BENEFITS 
Stipend • Housing • Round-trip travel 
Off<ompus semester opportunities 
ol one of seven national laboratories: 
' Argonn.;1, Brookhaven, Lawrence Berkeley, 
Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, Ook Ridge, 
afid Pacific Northwesl . 
LI.J OEAOllNES: Otlober 20 for Sprint Term Mort It IS for lol/'Term ------1 
For Application Information Please Contact. 
Science and Engineering Research Semesler 
901 D Srreel, S.W -Suiie 201 A 
Woshinglon, D.C. 20024 • 1202) 488·2426 
PROCTER & GAMBLE HAS'A FEW QUESTIONS FOR YOU: 
. .. 
\ 
' . 
HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED .... 
• 
' 
HOW THE PRODUCERS OF "BATMAN" KNEW IT WOULD BE A HIT· 2 'llEARS BEFORE IT OPENED? 
, 
WHY SOME OF THE GREATEST PRODUCT INNOVATIONS FAIL ONCE THEY GO TO MARKET? 
' ' WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO TRANSFORM AN IDEA INTO A MARKETABLE PRODUCT? 
• . . I [· 
I . 
0 THE MARKET RESEARCH DEPARTMENT AT PROCjTER & GAMBLE HASI OVER 150 PROFESSIONAL 
RESEARCH MANAGERS ASKING THESE KINDS OF QUESTIONS. . 
0 ·EVERYDAY WE EXPLORE WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE? AND WHY~ OF COf-!SUMER RESEARC.H. 
OUR TRACK RECORD SHOWS WE ARE ONE OF THE VERY BEST AT FINDING THE ANSWERS 
WHICH MAKE A VALUED AND POSITIVE IMPAC.T ON OUR BUSINESS. • 
! 
0 IN THE MARKET RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, YOU ARE JUST AS LIKELY TO BE WORKING WITH A 
CHEMISTRY MAJOR AS YOU ARE WITH A MARKETING MAJOR, SO YOUR CHOSEN MAJOR l.S LESS 
IMPORTANT THAN HAVING EXCELLENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS, AN INTEREST.IN HOW 
PEOPLE THINK, AND THE ABILITY TO LEAD OTHER TO QUALITY RESULTS. I 
I . 
• 
' 
' ' 
.. 
IF YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A STUDENT OF HUMAN NATURE[ WITH AN ABUNDANCE OF 
CURIOSITY, HAVE AN IMPRESSIVE ACADEMIC RECORD, AND WANT TO WORK IN A 
CHALLENGING AND STIMULATING ENVIRONMENT, THEN WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!! 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM PROCTER & GAMBLE'S MARKET RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 
WILL BE ON.CAMPUS FOR THE FALL '92 CAREE~ NIGHTTO DISCUSS 
' 
SUMMER INTERNSHIP AND FULL TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES!! 
• 
PLEASE PLAN TO VISIT WITH US ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1992. 
• 
IF Y'. . U ARE NOT ABLE TO ATTEND, PLEASE SEND RESUMES TO; 
• • 
J 
• 
D. A. Small 
Market Research epartment 
Procter and G m81e 
' P. 0. Box599 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 
• 
• 
I 
' ' 
. . 
• 
' 
• 
J 
• • 
• 
; 
' 
.. 
- I . 
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Use it :orLose it 
Last Tuesday the D.c;. council prima-
ry elections were held for Wards two, four, 
seven, and eight for the Ci ty Council, At-
large and for U.S. Representative. There has 
i been an estimated 15 percent increase in ;eg-
istered voters in the D .C. area from the 1988 
primary elections. Obviously, area voters are 
excited about the prospects of choosing their 
leaders and de.ciding which direction they 
I' want their government .to take them . Three 
reasons come to mind immediately to explain' 
the growing political interest of DC resi -
dents: (I) the growing momentum of the DC 
~tatehood movement; (2) the widespre&d dis-
sati.sfaction of voters with incumbency ; and 
(3) the attempted political comeback of fo(-
mer mayor Marion Barry, which is perhaps 
most responsible . Unfortunately, this excite-
ment has not permeated the consciousness of 
Howard University students. 
Students have been the catalyst' for 
nearly all significant political, economic, and 
social change in world history and especially 
in black history. University students hav7 
historically always been at the forefront of 
this activism. Neverthe)ess, it has become 
increasingly obvious that University students 
have apparently either forgotten their histori-
cal, political , ';ind social responsibi lities, or 
\ we simply do not care. 
, 
-· The excuses are the same . Some stu-
dents say that they are registered at home; 
therefo re. they are 11ot eligib le to vote in D .C. 
Ft1,rther1n o11e . s in ce most students at the 
U11iversity do 1·eside in the greater D .C. area 
they are unlikety to be present for home elec-
ti o 11 s any\vay. Still, there are other students 
who insist that they simply do not have the. 
ti rne to vote.
1 
Yet, it only requires a phone call 
to request an absentee ballot which would 
save students the time of actually going to 
the polls. 
. As a n1atter of fact. it is impossible 
for students " not to vote". It is otily a qu~s­
ti o11 of w hetl1er we c l1oose to vote passively 
or active ly. When we do not vote, we vote 
for the stalllS quo by omission. At least when 
we do vote, \Ve 111axi111ize the political power 
we curre ntl y have . It would seem that all 
D.C. reside1~ts. \v ho are without s tate repre-
se 11 tatio11 . \voulcl v:.ilue th~ vote more so than 
all others. 
' , 
1 
• Gr~nte_d. vo tir1g is not the entire solu-
tion to the ;ma11y con1plex issues facing D .C. 
' -
Until so1neo11e o r the community as a whole 
come.s Lip \vith a11 alternative for deciding 
who should serve the people and how they 
should be served. Univers ity s tudents must 
vote. 
OUR HERO 
Recently, a prominent black col um- l1e:1rt . 
nist wrote a column entitled Malcolm X-No I Secondly. Malcoln1 X was committed 
Hero of Mine. The column was mostly in to educa1lo11. 1-{erc is c.1 nian who taught him-
response to film maker Spike Lee's call fo r se lf 110\v to rec.id a11d write \vhile in prison 
black America to boycott school and work to pri1narily by L1si 11g the dictionary. While we 
see the November 20th opening of hi s autobi- ;:11 1 i11sist 0 11 11 0\V i111portant educatio n is to us, 
ographical account of the life of Malcolm X. ho\v 111 c1tl)' of LIS c:.1n trt1ly say that we would 
The columnist seemed as baffled as the black 111<1ke sucl1 u co111111itment to educating our-
middle class is aboul the overwhelming pop- selves? 
ularity of Malcolm X after twenty- five plus Finally. but rnost imp,ortan tly, 
years since hi s murder.
1 
For that colun1nist , Mc1lcol 1n X I0\1ecl l1i s people. Some, though 
and others who are mystified as to why the ' 11ot 111a11)'. hc.1ve possessed the two above 
you nger generation of black America holds , n1entioncd qL1alities. But how many of those 
Malcolm X up with such reverence, we \viii t'ew h0:1vc focused those qualities to address-
outline a few reasons why. ing th e life co nd itio ns of black people 
· First of all, Malcolm X was for real. throughout the \vorld? These are but a few of 
He spoke from the heart. This type of can- the n1any reaso ns there are to admire 
dor wa·s and is a refreshing change from the Malcol1n X. 
rhetoric of a significant number of black We see no point 1n comparing and 
. leaders. Over the years, these black leaders contrasting the vi1·tues and ideas of Malcolm 
have refrained from "calling a spade a spade" X with Dr. Manin Luther King Jr., or any 
when it threatened their political and their l- other of ou1· g reat leaders. We also believe in 
soc io-economic s tatus both outside and · the right of anyone. blacks included, to differ 
inside the black community. While one may with the views of Malcolm X. But with all 
' . forever debate the validity of Malcolm X's this being said, we want to make it perfectly 
views, it i~ c lear that when he expreSsed c lear that we i1d1ni1·e Malcolm X. We honor 
them, he believed those views with al l hi s Malcolm X. Malcol111 Xis a hero of ours. 
'lime for more than Talk! 
I 
After several weeks of bloods hed independent United Nations observers; and 
and death, it appears th3.t the white minority the arrest and conv ic tion of the Ciskei mili -
govemment of South Africa and the African tary chief who o rde red the most recent inex-
National Congress (Al\IC) may be about to cusable killings of defenseless protesters. 
resume negotiations for a non- racial democ- 011 that note, at least until the first 
ratic constitution. The fact that the ANC, condition is rnet, the ANC might be wise not 
the nation's · largest a nti -apartheid organiza- to lead protest into a reas which are militarily 
tion, would even consider n_egotiating with a dominated by black puppet offic ials because 
government which h as ruthlessly den ied the inevitable co nflict will serve to only 
indigenous blacks of their land and their reinforce the international notion of tribal 
very humanity is a testament to the patience based blac k on b lc.1ck crime. 
and non-vindictive c haracter of the ANC . The South African ruling class is 
However, enou·gh is enough! forced to make a fundamental decision that 
Before any negotiations are resumed it would prefer not to make at all. It can 
the ANC would be both politically and ethi ' either willingly surrender its disproportion-
cally just\fied to demand that the DeKlerk ate and unju stified privilege, or risk civil 
regime comes clean . This ''ethical '' cleans- war and its certi1in overthrowL 
ing on the part of the South African govern- The DeKlerk regime chose to 
ment should begin with among Other things: attempt an unholy alliance with the ANC, 
a complete overhaul of all the South A1fican but this has not worked. Historically, no rul-
·security forces including those of the home- ing class has ever ~olunteered' to surrender 
lands to be implemented by th5 ANC, PA·C its power. We can only h.ope that the South 
(Pan-African National congress), and other African Govern rnent will break• with this . 
anti-apartheid groups with no history of coi- historical trend. If it does not, it will have 
laboration with the government; the release signed its own death certificate. 
of all political prison~as determined by 
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Letter to the Editor learned from her sacrifices, her per-severance1 , her forgiveness, and her 
dedication;. There is no questi on that 
the fall semester is an exciting ti1ne 
for Howard University freshmen 
and returning students. Whether it 
i's the nervous. meetings of new 
roommates or the hu gs of o ld 
friends, the yard is alive. 
• Though I am no longer a 
Howard University s tudent. last 
month was ''Howard anew·· for me 
as we ll . Several of my friend s 
came to say goodbye; goodbye to 
Elizabeth Ann Smith, a f988 grad-
uate of the University's School of 
Communications. 
Elizabeth or Leavy as her 
friends called her, died August 22 
from injuries sustained in an auto-
mobile accident. She was hit . by a 
drunk driver who was speeding on 
the Baltimore-Washington park-
way. 
Burying a close friend is a 
sad, sad thing . No words adequate-
ly explain the lingering shock, 
anger, and looming sense of loss. 
Leavy was one of those special 
people that excelled at everything. 
She perspnified the best of the 
Universify, the best of her profes-
sion. and the best of womanhood. 
When Leavy came to the 
University, she was a simple unpre-
tentious girl from Sedalia. 
Missouri . She carried the hopes of 
her family, being the only girl in a 
family of five boys, none of which 
~ad attended college; and the aspi-
rrtions of her town of 30,000 where 
She excelled in both academics and 
sports. 
Her charm a1so won over 
the staffs listeners, and readers of 
• 
WHUR FM 96.3: WHBC 830 AM : 
THE HILLTOP and The 
Co1nmunity News. She produced 
pieces for both publica1ions and 
both rad io stations. 
Outs ide the University, 
Leavy gained experience as a news 
assistant at The New York Time's 
Washington D.C: Bureau. In addi-
tion. sfie served as a television cor-
respondent for The Potomac News 
Serv ice. 
Leavy stayed busy. She 
was the epi10111e of the active stu-
dent. Nonetheless, she remained 
generous with her time and atten-
tion with her friends. Eating out. 
dancing. and n1ovies were fewer of 
her favorite pas1in1es. Even though 
she let her hair down at Spaghetti 
Gardens: Tracks on Wednesday 
nigh1; or the Circle theatre Leavy 
was as gracefu l as they come at 
din ner parties: Congressional Black 
Caucus Weekend; and even at 
.President Bush's Inaugural Ball . I 
know because I was there. 
l first saw her in the fall of 
1986. when I was a young and 
naive freshmen. Drew Hall haugh-
ti11ess pushed me to introduce ) 
my se lf th at spring. She was a 
junior thc1,1, but after tnany pleading 
phone cai ls. she agreed to go out 
with me .. What followed was two-
and-half years of sharing. learning. 
and love. She becatne n1y best 
• • friend. When others doubted my 
ab ilit y and ambitio11, she encour- · 
aged me. When I got too cocky, 
she heaped on humbling words of 
wi sdom. Fron1 her, I learned how 
to have steady fun in relationship. I 
Eventually our 
''boyfriend-girlfriend thang'' broke 
up. but Leavy remained a loyal 
friend to me. She always told me 
to keep w?rking hard, and one day 
I wou/d be big in this busines's of 
journa:lisrri. Right now, I am 
strugg ling to get es tabli shed . 
However, i am going to keep work-
ing and if ~od is willing, make it. 
I~am sorry that the world 
no longer has Leavy to know and 
enjoy. Sh was on her way to mak-
ing it too. She had worked for WJT 
TV in Baltimore , the National 
Organization of Women (NOW), 
Black Entertainment Telev ision 
(BET). and mos t recen1ly wilh 
actor/director Robert Townsend . on 
his \ate stJ film project '' Meteor 
Man." I wonder how much proud-
er she would have made me. or the 
rest of her friends? 
, 
ryteinories are .all that we 
have of tttis special woman; little 
stories to jte ll . to laugh about. to 
ren1inisce over Leavy. 
I triank God for family. 
friends, and the opportunity to have 
a t1ended Howard Univers ity and 
meet peo~le like Leavy who have 
left an im~ress ion on my life. You 
should look around and count your 
blessings too. Smi le, hug , and say 
thanks a little more today: none of 
us are promised tomorrow. 
Alo11u1 Robertson, forn1er 
editor-i11-i:l1ief of THE HILLTOP, 
' is a freela11ce writer living and 
\\'Orki11$ i11 Ta111pa , Florida. 
We Welcome Your Letters and Cotnments , 
• THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on anx public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, stu-
dents and alumni are encouraged to sbare their ori gi nal ideas and opinions. 
We publi sh only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors 
of style, spelling and punctuation. Letters as we ll as commentaries must be typed and signed. complete 
with full address and telephone number. I 
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are ~olely the views of the 
Editorial Board, and do~ not necessaril y reflect the opinions of Howard Uni versity. its administration. 
THE HILLTOP Board or the students. I . 
Please address lt:tters and comments to: Editorial Editor 
. THE HILLTOP 
2251 Sherman Ave. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20059 
I 
Jennifer Golson, Editor-in-Chief I 
Karen Good, Co-Managing Editor 
Kimberly Martin, Campus Editor 
Gus Griffin, Editorial Editor 
Joyce Davis, Around the Corner 
Tasha Hailey, Business/Finance.Editor 
Holli L. Holliday, Book Critic 
Erik Malson, Music Critic 
Paul A. Woodruff, Photo Editor 
Natonia Johnson, Copy Editor 
Michael Hodge, Production Manager 
Ronald D. Sullivan, Co-Managing Editor 
Melody Jordan, Assistant Campus Editor 
Tisha Demcotte, Loca~ational Editor 
Omowale Elson, Internatibnal Editor 
Sharmarra Turner, Tempo Editor 
Frederick Goodall, Weekender Editor 
Andrea Williams, Sports Editor 
• 
Johanna Wilson, Chief Cory Editor 
Jared Morris, Cypy Edito~ 
Jolm B. Adams, Assistant to the Editor 
I 
Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager 
' 
• 
1 
Brian D. Nevel, Assistant Business Manager 
Michelle Martin, Office Manager 
Keviri Armstead, Advertising Manager 
John W. Jacks, Assistant Ad. Manager 
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The anaton1y of a nother Bush ca1n paign 
Marc Battle glory of Operation Desert Stortn (I) accounts for Clinton's 12 would impose a health tax on Med.icaid, Medicare, and sever-
rernen1bering that his approval years as governor; (2) includes busiJ!esses that don't offer an al .other educational and entitle-
The time is 1 now upqn us 
to choose our president for the 
next four years. There are those 
who don ' t think it matters 
and/or don't think their vote 
counts- they are wrong . 
Anyone can look at the state of 
this country today and see that 
we need real change. 
rating was above 80% duri11g 93 user fee increases ( not nor- insurance plan. This health tax ment programs. Those in the 
An1erica's sel f-serving show of mally considered taxes); and (3) would cover the same 36 mil- $200,oodbracket do not depend 
muscle. He asked who America does not include 73 and/or user lion that Bush says he will on these programs; therefore, 
could trust. he and Stormin' fee decreases during the same cover. fhey could only benefit with 
Norman, o r Bill C linton who period. The bottoll). line shows In one of his only real their $14,000. For others, how-
had not gone to V'ietna1n? 
Finally, a fter Vice Pre sident 
that Clinton's constituents paid numerical proposals as of late, ever, these entitlement cuts 
less taxes in 1990 than they did . the President has said that he would not be worth the $50.00 
' ' . Quil·y le chastised Murphy in 1979. On the other hand , will cut i·ncome tax by 1% if the in their poc ket s. This is how 
Brown for her s ingle-1nother-
hood. the President 'Set~l ed on In the infancy of 
President BusJ:i 's re -electi on ''famil y va lues'' as hi s then1e. 
campaign, he pre se nted In the 1neanti1ne, s till tryi ng_ to 
America with the message '' I resur rec l the e upho ri a of the 
care." Well , America just didn'.t.,. war in Iraq, Preside nt Bush has 
buy it; so, he sought to prove it '~w ~estri c ti o n s on Sa~dam 
by apologizing for hi s tax Husse in and 1nore troops.in the 
increa se that came after his ] area; even though, the United 
while Bush only admits to one Congress cuts it 's spending by the rich get richer and the poor 
tax increase, records show that about 1.25 billion. What does get poorer. George Bu s h is 
he has approved 79 separate that mean to you and me? What depending Upon us not to look 
incre'ases in only three and a does it mean to the working at his nu1'lbers too closely 
half years. If Bill Clinton had poor? What does it mean to the because they don ' t add up for 
been on a George Bush pace, he upper income bracket making most of uS. 
would have raised taxes about $200,000 or more per year? I' m glad that I' m not a 
271 time s. Accordingly, if Assuming I made $20,000 per Bush supporter: His wavering 
George Bush had been on a Bi9 year as a college student, his on several issues would have 
• 
1988 no-new taxes campaign 
promise. After clai ming that 
the Democratic Congress for~ed 
the tax increase upon him, Bush 
attempted to paint Bill Clinton 
as the candidate in cahoots with 
Nations inspection 1ean1 deter-
mined tha t Iraq is unable to 
1nake a nucle<tr bon1b. 
Clinton pace, he would have proposal would save me about me very fru strated . Remember 
only rai se d taxes about 37 $50.00 a year. If I were making how ''Read my lip s, no new 
times. 
the immoral , c heck bounc ing 
den of thie ves. Meanwhile, he 
positioned himself on the out-
side as the candidate of change 
even though he had been presi- i 
dent for four years and vice 
president for eight. before that. 
1 
Still, America wasn't biting. 
So, Bush attempted to recall the 
After realizing hi s ca n1-
paign failures of the last year or 
so, President Bush is now using 
smoke and mirrors to hide hi s 
eco nomic ir1adequacie s. 
Unfortu11ately for J1i111 , he is 
pleasi rig ve ry few a11d fooling 
no one. Recently. he cl1aracter-
ized Bill Cli111on :1s '' the candi-
date \Vl10 raised taxes 128 ti111es 
and enjoyed it every tin1e ." He 
fa iled to mention that this fig ure 
On health care. thi s 
campaign 's most volatile issue, 
George Bush seems to be prac-
ticing some ''voodoo econom-
ics·· of hi s own. He plans some 
expenditures aimCd to cover the 
appro ximately 36 million unin -
sured . Americans, but he can' t 
rel! anyone ~here the money 
wil l con1e from . On the other 
hand, he criticizes Bill Clinton's 
''Pay or Play'' package \;Yhich 
Racial Quotas: A black 
• • • 
conservative perspective 
Jeffrey J. Hicks 
•• We; the students of Howard. University, 
must always prese rve our UniverSity 's think 
tank tradition by intellectuall y chal lenging all 
issuers of importance to Americans of Afric:1n 
descent. Only thi s can ensure that all avenues of 
approach to solv ing our unique problen1s are 
sufficiently explored. One issue in particUlar 
always comes to mind when I ttlink of unchal-
lenged approaches racial quotas. 
Ar~ the quotas of affirn1ative acrion 
really aiding our progre·ss in thi s country? 
When one deeply ponders thi s question. the 
answer ''no'' seems more than approPriate. 
so111ehow 111ental ly and intellectually handi-
capped. TJ1e refore. special treatment must be 
g iven to us in order to compe te in society. 
Personal and ethnic pride should motivate us to 
reject this paternalistic treatment. 
I ofte11 hear the argu ment, ' 'Blacks have 
to work twice as hard as whites to succeed ; 
witl1out quotas, \Ve wotild J1ave to work even 
harder. " ~ My reply is. l··so what?'' 
Hard work is not a bad thin g. When we 
\Vork twi ce as hard as ou r counterpart s, we 
bec;o111e t\vice as sk illed. The stude11t who stud-
ies !\vice as hard is the one \vho gets the scholar-
ship . 
, 
$200,000 per year, I would save taxes!'' turned into a 137.2 bil-
about $14,000. Put those fig-
ures side by side. One is equal 
to a book at the Howard 
Universjty Book Store , the 
other is equal to about four 
se mesters of tuition at the 
University. Taking into account 
the 1 .25~ billion dollar cut in 
(ongress, the college student 
and the lower income workers 
would face substantial cuts in a 
variety of services such as 
OF C.OURSf Tl/AT 
·cOP KILLER'' RAP 
SHOULD B~ BANNED. 
IT'5 DAN&EROJS~ 
. /..,: 
• 
. 
lion dollar tax in c rea se? 
. ' Remember ho w he s ig ned a 
weakened ve rsion of the Civil 
Right s Bi ll after he sa id he 
would not ? (No complaint from 
me ). Re member how he 
inc rea se d the pay of federal 
workers iQ. 1990. on ly to pro-
pose to slas h their pay again 
now? Notice how he pledges 
military support to Israel, only 
to se ll 72 Fl fighter planes to 
• 
AFTER ALL , 
UR~AN YOUTHS LI KE 
MY5ELF AAE VfR'f 
IMPl?E5SJONABLE ••• 
'\ 
• .. 
The term ··affirm ative action·· .. \Vas 
coined by Presiden·t Johnson in 1965 . fl-\vas i11i -
tially defined as ''The active effort to improve 
the employment or educational 6pportunities of 
Several studies have sho,vn that many 
bl<1cks are placed in positions of little signifi -
ca11ce \Vhen e111ployed through quotas . In the 
pri\1ate industry. blacks are disproportionately . 
servi11g in publ ic relations. clerical. and janitori-
al capaci ties. Key decision-1nak.ing positions are 
rr1rely obtai11ed through quotas. 
' 
,/ 
----~ ~ ) 
r 
.. \ ~· 
· the underprivi!eged." Since theri, it has unfortu-
nately become synonymous with racial quotas. 
The honest and active effort to iec ru,it qualified 
minofities is advantageous tO ~oc i'ety, but the 
reservation of positiotis for minoriti es, whi ch 
can override the merit of more qualified individ-
uals, may do more harm than good. 
The practice of race-norming is often 
utilized to fulfill rac ial quotas. Thi s tactic 
involves evaluating the test scores of a prospec-
tive employee accor4ing to the average scores of 
those in hi s or, her panicular race. For example, 
if a black averaged a score of 60 on an employ-
ment test and an Asian averaged a score of 80. 
an employer would consider a black person's 
score higher than the Asian 's if hi s score was 
above average for blacks, but still less than that 
of the Asian's. Subsequently, the black individ-
ual would be hired for the job. The fact that we 
are being judged by lower standards, due to our 
race1 is appalling. Are we not as talented and 
intelligent as other racial groupz? ', .If you 
believe we are, you should feel pr . undly 
offended. By accepting quotas and ce-norm-
ing, in essence, one is agreeing that blacks are 
1 Stl1dies also ,indicate that racial quotas 
are not benefitting those they are formulated to 
l1elp 111ost, which are loW-i11co1ne blacks. Only 
educated n1iddle a11d upper- income blacks are 
poi s't!d to take advantage of the quotas. 
.. 
Co11sequently, poor blacks are trapped in what is 
beco1ning a permanent underclass. 
If quota provisions were removed from 
affirn1a ti ve ac tion programs, it would initially 
result in less blacks being hired in the private 
industry. Hov.1ever. the long tenn effect would 
resu lt i11 n1ore blacks working for other blacks. 
The flow of our money would begin to circulate 
within our communi ti es, and black economic 
growth would increase. If blacks are ever to 
become sel f-sufficient , this reli ance on quotas 
•n1ust cease. 
In the future, understand that most 
black co11servatives criti cize racial q\lotas with 
sagaci ty and racial pride. We long to see the day 
all Americans of Africa11 descent surmount the 
obstac le. of quota dependence. 
Jeffrey L. Hic·ks is a ji111ior itl tl1e College of 
A1·t,~ (111cl Scie11t·es. 
... 50 IF A RAWER 
5AY:S, "sHoor A COP," 
THEN WE J1 UST, /I.I &HT? 
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\vf.ARE SLAVES 
TO RAP MVSJ,C. 
WE HAVE NO GHOllE. 
CASE IN POINI ••• 
Saudi Arabia? Notice how he 
pledges military support to 
Saudi Arabiai only to make sure 
they ha\' e lower quality 
weapons than Israel ? Notice 
how he claims to want peace 
between the Palestinians and 
Israelites, only to lend Israel 10 
billion dollars to settle Soviet 
Jews in the Occupied Territory? 
Notice how he embraces •• fami -
ly values '' only to veto the 
Family and Medical Leave Act? 
In last week 's issue of 
THE HILLTOP, Jeffrey Brian 
Hick s (In defen se of Black 
Republican s) described the 
Reagan-Bu sh Era as a time 
when ''the rich got a Jot richer 
and the poor got a little ri cher." 
If you made 3 dollars an hour 
la~t year and make 5 do llars an 
hour thi s year, has your s tan-
dard of li ving been rai sed 75% 
by your 75% pay raise? I didn ' t 
think so. Hopefully, most of 
you think more clearly than Mr. 
Hicks. If not. God help us. 
Marc Battle is· a senior 
in the School of 811.~ i11ess. 
' 
, 
••. fahvlae rJ53, 
JF YO!J Wl LL •.. 
l WU.PABLl3 OF 
INDEPENOENT 
THOV&HT •. '. 
() 
• )/ 
.. 
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wHEll RAP .S~JD, 
'')ToP THE.. VJOLENCE': 
NO ONE £VER k'l Ll.E.0 
ANYONE EV£R. A&AIN. 
• 
Democracy: fact or fiction 
Dr. Manning Marble re-elect itself from special political 
interest contributions, and when the 
alternative view·s of missions of peo-
ple are suppressed by archaic~ oppre-
sive e lection laws? 
rowly defeated. But in 1990, Sanders 
triumphed over the Republican 
incumbent by 16 percentage points. 
We have to be willing to 
reform ihe electoral process to 
increase our politioal alternatives. 
And the best methods of increasing 
our alternatives is through ''propor-
tional representation." In this country, 
we usually have winner-take all elec-
tions, in which the person who · 
receives 51 percent of the votes 
receives the electoral seat. What 
about the 49 percent of the voters 
whose views aren't being addressed 
(l,2,3, etc.). This would allow the top 
candidates to be elected. Politically 
divisive run-off .elections would be 
avoided under the proportional repre-
sentation (PR) system. Furthermore, 
countries that use the PR voting sys-
tem have much higher voter turnout 
rates. 
on a progressive platform, to chal-
lenge the reactionary politics of Bush, 
. Quayle, and the increasingly conserv-
. ative politics of €linton and Gore. 
In the 13.nd of free enterprise 
and consumerism, oitizens can 
express themselves in every avenue, 
except politic s . . We can choose 
between a dozen different brands of 
toilet tissue at the supermarket, but we 
are stuck .with two ''Brand Xs'' when 
we enter the voting booth. _ 
As 
1
the bollapse of the Ross 
Perot campaign illustrates, efforts to 
challenge the system from the outside 
are difficult to organize. , Yet, can we 
really claim to be a demOcracy when 
an entrenched political class is able to 
Despite Perot 's failure, other 
m ore progressive challenges to the 
system are continuing. In Vermont, a 
politi cal revolt has been brewing 
against the two-party e stablishment 
for more than a decade. In 1981, 
independent socialist Bernie Sanders, 
won election as mayor of-Burlington, 
the state 's. largest city . . After four 
tefms as mayor, the popular politician 
ran for Congress and was only nar-
.. 
.. 
or even heard? · 
In a proportional representa-
tion election, voters could rank the 
candidates in order of their preference 
• 
' 
The most notable e;itample of 
of independent politics is provided by 
Ron Daniels of Ohio. In his "Project 
ne~ Tomorrow," Daniels has brought 
together a wide range of black and/or 
progressive formations, dedicated to 
the goal of constructing an indepen-
dent third force in American politics· 
utilizing an independent presidential 
campaign in '92 as a major catalyst. 
Daniels is campaigning for president 
• 
By traveling across the nation 
• 
. and speaking at hundreds of commu-
nity centers, churches and schools, 
Daniels' progressive effort is impor-
tant for maintaining the social justice 
perspective which was the heart of 
Jesse Jackson's presidential cam-
paigns in 1984 and 1988._ Ron 
Daniels and others show us that Polit-
ical action can contribute to the strug-
gle for ''bottom up de111ocracy.'' I . 
Dr. Manning Marble is a Professor of 
Political Science a'id History at the 
University of Colorado, Bouldfr 
' 
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• 
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The Uni-sity of Maryland has indef-
lnllely poslpOned a conference on the 
aer rlic basis of criminal behavior, fol· 
lowing a disagreement with the National 
Institutes of Heallh (NIH), which with· 
drew funding for the conference. 
The conference, Genetic Factors in 
Crime: findings, Uses and Implications, 
was scheduled to be held at the College 
Park Campus of the 'university from 
October 9- I I. 
Various organizations, in uding the 
National Committee to Stop th Federal 
Violence Initiative and the AACP, 
raised concerns about the lal implica-
tions of attempting to Ii rime to genet-
ics. 
Lorene Cress Lov , co-chair of the 
National Committee, ~aid that crime is 
not caused by bio·chooucal problems.or 
genetic problems, but through social con· 
ditionina, 
•'There should be no discussion about 
genetics as it relates to any kind of crirni· 
. naJ behavior," Love said. "The problems 
,,.. the African community are serous, but 
they are caused by social and environ-
mental factors and should be addressed as 
such.'' 
University of Maryland officials have 
said that,.ahe decision by th~ NIH to with· 
draw funds was an infringement on acad-
emic freedOm. However, in a telephone 
, . . . . . 
• 
' • 
interview with Dr. John W. Diggs of the 
NIH, he rejected !hat charge. 
"l have no intention of infringing ai:a-
demlc freedom, bu1 there were legitim m 
concerns about the way the conference 
brochure presented the link between 
There is no scientific 
basis to state that there is 
a genetic factor in crime. · 
--Dr. Peter Breggin, 
pyschiatrist 
genetics and crime as a scientific fact," 
Diggs said. 
The NIH was first alerted ~ the con-
troversy when it was contacted by numer-
ous scientists who raised objections to the 
brochure which publicized the confer-
ence. The criticism was directed toward 
NIH because it was identified, in the 
brochure as a co-sponsor of the confer-
ence. , 
Dr. Peter Breggin, a psychiatrist based 
in Bethesda, Md., was one of those who 
complained about the conference. 
"There is no scicntifu: basis to state 
that there is a genetic factor in crime." 
Breggin said. "In the uneasy racial cli-
mate that exists in this country right now, 
for this conference to be called in this 
context has clear racial overtones.'' 
In a September 4th leller to confer-
~ WARNER BROS. PllESEITS 
- . 
• .. . - . . . . 
,. . . . . . . . . - ..-
, 
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ence ma•••ze11. Dr. DiUS said, "As a 
responail* al effective steward of pub-
lic fundl, II ii URIC {" 'lie for the NIH to 
ip«e ~Issues 9f concern to the 
public." 
September 18, 1992 
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He Ibo awed that "the conference 
brochure lllUts senetic iesearch as offer-
ing the pirsprct of identifying individuals 
who may be pieJi1poaed to certain kinds 
of criminal CGDduct. of isolating environ-
mental ftlllllrel which trigger !hose pie-
dispoll!'cjM; ....s of 1reat1na some predis-
posllionl wltll drua• aad ull6btluive 
tbtnflU. Sucb ...... Fits infll•Qllm pub-
lic opil!IOn. (and were a) radical diver· 
gence fita the topics for wblch the grant 
wasawdsd." 
However, the Bush administration has· 
begun a program called the Violence 
Initiative, intended to identify such pre~ 
dispositions and to seek ireatments for 
them. 
Black Famil 
food, folks, Reunion: n indeed! 
Earlier this year, Dr. Frederick 
Goodwin resigned as head of the Alcohol. 
Drug Abuse and Mental Administration. 
He resigned after likening inner-city 
youths' behavior to that of male mon-
keys. Goodwin, who was in charge of 
Violence Initiative, also suggested that 
certain are11 in certain cities were jun-
gles. 
• 
photos by Carl Hamilton 
"I'm glad this conference has been 
postponed, but we still need to work 
against the Vi.Slence Initiative," said 
Ginger Breggin, Dr: Breggin's wife. The festivities on the Mall grounds proved fun for everyone 
celebrating the Black Family and Dorothy Height's birthday. 
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
Can 't afford to save for reti rement? The truth is, you can't afford not to. 
Not when you realize that your retirement 
can last 2(J to 30 years or more. You 'II \Va11t 
to live at least as comfortably then as you 
do now. And that takes planning. 
Even if you're n~t c~unting the years :~ 
retirement, yo~ can c°iunt on TIAA-CREI· .. 
to help you build the future .}'OU deserve-
with fle:<ible retiremeft and t<1:-~·de~~rred 
annuity plans, a diverse portfol101ol 1nvest -
ment choices, and a record of person,'\! 
service that spans 751,ears. . 
Over a million peOple in education and 
research pl.it TIAA-CREF at the top of ; 
their list for retireme-nt pJanning. \Vhy not 
join them? 
Call today and learn ho1.1.· simple it is 
to build a secure tomorro\v \vhen you 
have time and TIAA-GR[F \vorking on 
By starting to save no\v, you can take 
advantage of tax,-deferral and give your 
money ti me to compound and grow. 
Consider this: set aside just $1()() each 
month beginning at age ~o and y ou can 
accum ulate over $192,539• by the time 
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and 
you'll have to budget $227each month 
to reach the same goal. your side. 4 
~ 
St.nt6.••i¥ Yf"lr fattw1-. C•U nr B,,,..u,,,..t H•tliru I BOO B42-2BBB. 
MATKJISON/DICKEROOCKER fllMS PBoouc1m1 A CAMERON CROWE fltU "SIN6l!S" ORIOGET FONDA CAMPOlll SCOTT 
lYllA SEOGWlCI SHEllA'KElllY JIM TRUE Bill PUllMAN MD MATT Dill ON ~PAUi WESTERBERG ti':.iART lllSOI 
-:CAMERON CROWi AID RICHARD HASHIMOTO :"llCAMERON CROWE 
Bnsuring the future 
for those who shape it."' 
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Rich past 
I 
_captures 
locale's 
essence 
1 By Talib 1
1
• Karim in property lo~ses. 
Hilltop Staff Writer Prior to th 
The Shaw community began 
urban development shortly prior 
to the Civil War. The history of 
Shaw reflects the plight of black 
men and women who migr~ted 
during the Civil War to the north 
in search of upward mobility 
throughout the 20th century. 
196~ riots, effort 
had begun t 
renew the econom 
ic strength of th 
Shaw community 
During this time 
the young pasto 
of !New 'Bethe 
Baptist Church 
locate·d on Nint 
and S Streets, NW. 
founded an umbrella ~roup of 
civic organizationS, called the 
Model Inner City Community 
Organization (MlcCO), to 
ens~re minimal displacement of 
J>09r residents . 
I 
Home to some of the city's 
most influential black businesses, 
and educational and religious 
leaders , this neighborhood also 
played ·host to some of the East 
Coast's most glamorous night-
clubs and theaters. During 
the l 920's, noise and music from 
the traffic poolrooms, churches, 
barbershops,. and lunch counters 
filled Seventh Street, which 
s tretch~d through the center of 
the neighborhood. This street, 
\vhi c h later became known as 
Georgja Avenue, was a vital 
organ of Washington, D.C. 's 
black metropolis. 
While working in the commu-
nity, Reverend Walter 'E. 
Fauntroy became an aid to Dr. · 
Martin Luther King Jr., serving 
as the D.C. coordinator for the 
hi storic March on Washington. 
Afierw'ards , Fauntroy direc.ted 
the Selma-to-Montgomery march 
• 
I photo by Michael Harris 
He~lth center continues community aid 
of 1965 . Fauntroy later made 
history by becoming the district's 
first U.S. congressman in 100 
years. 
Another of Shaw's famous 
residents was Edward ''Duke'' 
Ell,ngton, the world renowne4 
composer and band leader. 
Ellington received his legendary 
nickname, ''Duke'', while a youth 
in the Shaw community. This 
title sprang from his impeccable 
drCss, impressive manners , and 
' 
Pouring into these businesses 
on Seventh Street were the large 
crowds leaving Performances at 
the Howard Theater. located at 
620 T Street . The Howard 
Theater, featured the best in 
bl <1c k musical and comedy 
pro111inence . Headl ining D.C. 
11ativ es Billy _Eckstine , Duke 
Ellington, and Pearl Bailey all 
performed at the theater. 
Howe ver. non-natives such as 
Sarah Vaughn, Smokey 
Robinson, Diana Ross, and Redd . 
Foxx performed there as well. 
sophisticated demeanor. ' 
By Michelle Evans 
Hilltop Stat·t· Writer i 
The Sl1u\v Co1~munity 
H·ealth Ce11 1e r \\•hi c l1 is housed 
in a sh1all . s1011e bt1ilding locat-
ed ' o n tl1 e co rne r of Se\1 e11th 
Stfee t and R/1ocle Island Avenue, 
has been in1prov i11 g the mental 
health of the \Vashi11gton, D.C. 
commu11ity for approximately 
nine y,ears. 
. '· ( Jt \Vas opened) to 
serve the 11eeds of tl1e co1nmuni-
ty are a," sa id Tracy Moye, a 
• 
receptionist. ''We are a mental The clinic is staffed by 
health c linic . The people; that a psychiatrist Who take.s care of 
we render services to are fro1n the patien1s medically. a11d ' 'live 
all over. We have clients \Vho social workers who take care of 
co1ne from St. Elizabeth 's their medication and make sure 
(Mental Hospital )." they are living in the co1nn1u11il)' 
The com111unity health without problems:· Moye said. 
' 
center 's association .with St . Besides betteri11g the 
Elizabeth 's Mental Hos pital 111ental health of their patients. 
allo\vS for1ner in-patients of St . the Shaw Community Health 
Elizabeth's to become out-. Center has recentt·y added a fit-
patients while still remaining on ness program. The program 
their medication if needed , includes swimming, tenni s, and 
according to Walter Hill of the jogging. Over a period of three 
Commission on Mental Health. years, the community health 
J 
center has increased its case 
load of patie11ts from roughly 86 
in 1989 to npproxi111ately 105 
currently. 
Moye said th e Sha\V 
Com111un i ty Health C,e nte r 
tiope s to co 11ti11ue to gain 
Pf t1en1 s. , 
''(Olir futt1re goals are ) 
h,~pefu ll y to keep a11d maintain 
Ollr case - load of a 105 , or to 
increase it and to get n1ore peo-
ple from St . Elizabeth 's , and 
those Jiving in the community," 
Moye said. 
Shaw, like m<!ny neighbor-
hoods in the black community, 
f'elt the heat of the 1968 ri ots that 
were ignited by the death of Dr. 
M;irtin Luther King Jr. Similar 
to 1nany of the social revolts of 
th e era . the targets of black 
yo uth' s frustration were white-
run bu s inesses such as pawn 
shop s, grocery markets, and 
liquor stores. 
In the aftermath of the three 
da y rebellion, Shaw counted 
lo sse s of 12 fata litie s, 1200 
\Vounded , and millions of dollars 
Harlem Congressman, Adam 
Clayton Powell Jr., was also a 
~sident of the Shaw community. 
~ rented the third floor of a 
hquse belo~_ging to a prominent 
bl.ack judge.~· Throughout his 
tenure as a congressman, Powell 
lived in thi s house at Logan 
Circle, which is two blocks from 
Howard University's Sut~on Hall 
and Eton Towers dormitories. It 
was from this house that he led 
campaigns to end the segregation 
of dining facilities throughout 
the United States, including those 
facilities in Washington, D.C . 
Take a walk through a historical African American neigliborllood 
By Joyce E. Qavis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Going f'o r a l1i s torical 
stroll in the Sha \v comtnuni- · 
ty is like takin g a trip into 
the hi s tory o f Afr ican s in 
America . Shaw. di vided into 
!\VO sections, East and West , 
graduall y acquired its name 
from the local junior high 
school. Col o ne l Robert 
Gould Sh<J.w. Shaw was 
fatally wounded leading a 
black regiment during the 
Civi l War. 
Open farmland until 
shortly before the Civil War, 
Shaw has evolved over the 
years. At one time , the com-
munity contained many of 
the city's 1nost influential 
black businesses. U Street 
was ''the black Connecticut 
' 
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Avenue-the business and con1parable lo I 25th Stree t 
retail center of the city' s in Harle111 and 103rd Street 
black co n1munity and th e in Watt s, \vas like a twenty 
''spol'' 
1
of its nightlife, both block s hopping spree. 
lawful and unlawful. Ho\vever, by the late I 950' s 
Se.venth Street was the and I 960's , thi s intersection 
''soul''t street bustling with was synonymous \vith crime 
Southern rural immigrants. and drug dealing. 
The street was filled with Having suffered \Vith its 
bars, poolrooms, flophouses, resideiits througl1 the Great 
and storefront ''s ho utin g'' Depression, the Civil Rights 
ch urches . . One of the main Movement and a host pf 
st reets in all of black o ther trying times, the Shaw 
An1erica was located in this community has persevered. 
co mmunity . 14th Street, In 1986, the large District 
Shaw East [left] t 1. Joseph's Club Shaw West 
12. Shiloh Baptist [above] 
Chun:h 1 . S.V. lfh Street 
Office BL1ilding opened at 
the corn e r of 14th and U, 
which was an optimistic step 
to'}'ards tl1e revitali zation of 
_the community. Another key 
to Shaw community's revival 
\vas the replacement of the 
crumbling Shaw Junior High 
School, a symbol of years of 
neglect and decay. Further 
evidence of the neighbor-
hood's revitalization~ is the 
opening 
Line. 
of· Metro's Green 
2. The "Red Summer" 
ol 1819 Rlola 
13. Phyllis Wheatley 
YWCA 
14. Shaw Junior High 
School 
15.Edwar<IEJder 
CO<lfl•r ReekMtnce 
1. 14th and U Streets, 
NW 
13. Bethune Museum 
and Archiv9fl. Inc. 
14. TheAssocia11onlor 
the Study of Afro. 
American Ufo and 
History 
3. HowMt Thaat9r 
4.Slleol-
' 
18. Lincoln Temple 
Unllld Chun:h of Christ 
17. 0.-& Murray 
R11lcl1nce 
18. Nw Be•1e1 Bopliat 
°""""' tt.Tllte-~ 
2. T Street Post Office 
3. Whltalaw Hotel 
4. Edward "Duke" 
EIHngton Reaidonce 
5. Anthony Bowen$ 
YMCA 
6. MuSollt Club 
7. John Wesley African 
-Epiacopol 
Clturdt 
8. Sile of C8111> -r 
9. Srr.lllrManOii OaMery 
10. Le f!'J~•ll 1t. ,, Citll 
12. Eigltl I ngan Ch do 
15. St. Luke's 
Eplacopai Clturch 
18. Alma w. Thoma 
R11lcl1nCe 
17.Pa-
RaaklallCI 
18. 1400 lltd< of 
Colccnn 811 Ill 
19. 15th Sb 1 ll 
Pts1b)11J11n ~ 
.. 
JotillOfi ...... tC. 
21 . 1400 Block of 
' 
'• 
I 
' 
' 
• Shaw East • 
1. 7th Street 
2. TM "Red ~IMF" of 15119 Riocl 
3. How•rd Thuler 
4. Site of W.. Maxie's 
5. Asbufy CN.allilip 
6. 7th SttMt betnaan Rhode lst.nd A'lll'lt• 
... I'll'•······-"'··· I 
.. 
• 
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President Fidel Castro of the 
Republic of Cuba addressed the 
heads of Latin America and 
Spain at the Summit in Madrid 
last July 23. Here is an excerpt: 
''We are commemorating our 
fifth centennial when the bal-
ance of forces has been broken. 
when essential concePts of sov-
ereignty are being questioned, 
when unipo lar hegemo 11ism 
appears in our planet. What will 
happen in the next 500 years? 
Will a large part of humankind 
be subjected to the worst fonns 
of domination? Will that large 
part of hutnankind be still politi-
cally. economically apd socially 
set aside. crushed. absorbed. not 
only by the strength en1anating 
from 1nost sophisticated 
weaponry. but also from the 
most advanced technologies. 
from the total co11 trol of the 
world eco11omy and of the 
media? Will lhe United Nations 
be able to guara11tee the exercise 
of their right s, when it s func-
tions have been usurped by a 
Security Coun~ il today manipu-
lated at will by the largest mili~ 
tary power who impo ses its 
policies within the minute group 
Blacks in South 
By Chlgbo Anlchebe 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The African National 
Congress (ANC), South Africa's 
·major black political party, has 
agreed to restart discussions with 
President Frederik W. de Klerk, 
~ut only on 1he questio11 to end 
politic-al violence in the apartheid 
state. 
The ANC had closed talks on 
the co11stitutional issue with the 
r~ng. Natio11al Party govern-
ment-, following increasing vio-
lence whicl1 has been bla1ned on 
the gover11111en1. The recent 
massacre of 28 ANC supporters 
and the wounding of 200 others 
by the Ciskei security forces i11 
Bi sho. Ciskei J1 o n1eland , was 
evidence of this. The ANC-
organized de1nonstration brought 
out tnore th <111 50.000 blacks to 
pre ss ure rhe re1nova\ of Brig . 
Oupa G. Gqozo who has been 
-
obst ru c t ing the movem e nt's 
political eff.orts in the region by 
al legedly strong-arm methods. 1 
The ki llings were the second in 
three months in which ANC sup-
porters were fatally attacked. On 
Junel7th, 46 ANC supporters 
were slaughtered in Boipatong, 
an incident which ha lted the 
talks between the govern ment 
and the oppositiOn forces on the 
fu ll i11tegration of blacks. into the 
political and economic system. 
ANC insists ihat 11egotiations 
cannot proceed mea ni ngfL1l ly 
with the current leve l of violence 
that has engulfed the country. 
In a J1,1ly memorandum, 
Mandela . told de Klerk that ANC 
was suspending all talks arguing 
that : ''We have do11e so \vith the 
clear k110\vledge that tl1e lo11ger it 
takes to find a way out of the 
ct1rrent impasse 1he more diffi -
cult it will be to reach agreement 
a11d the nlore difficult it will be · 
Foreign Forum 
• 
By Mark D. Alleyne 
of countries holding the....._ 
anachronistic right of veto. irri- L_...:=..:,..:.._..z..!... ___ .J IL ___________ ....J 
• 
tating ~d anti-democratic pfivi-
lege un\Vorthy of our times? 
We can even ask ourselves if 
humankind will be able 10 sur-
vive the destruction of the en\1i-
ronment , provoked by the 
squandering and alienated con-
sumption societies. which are 
even unable to resolve their 
essential econon1ic and so\::ial 
problem s. as was clearly 
demonstrated in the affluent city 
of los Angeles, in a countr y 
that boas1s of being a model 
political ~ Syste m. and wtiere 
racial violence is increasingly 
brutal, where the rich are 
increasingly richer and the poor 
are increasi ngly poorer. and 
where black s and Latin 
Americans are increasi11gly di s-
criminated against . 
Even while \ve meet, that 
same country. the largest mili-
tary power in hi story, has self-
proclaimed it s barbarian right to 
kidnap citizens 'of 'any nation 
anywhere in the world: it is an 
empire trying to rule over tht: 
whole planet, which is. by the 
way, unable to be ruled. 
That sa111e e1npire has been 
for more than 30 years pitilessly 
blockading Cuba, a s1nall Ldtin 
American country. Not even 
foodstuffs and medical goods 
have been excludep. An attempt 
is being made, through econom-
ic suffocation and hunger, to 
surrender a people that refuses 
to renounce its independence 
and its ideas: it is genocide, it is 
ari outrage to humankind 
Is this, then, the new world 
order? Is this the fate of every 
counlry that aspires to be truly 
independent? And for the Third 
World as a 'Yhole, what are 'i.he 
expectations? ' 
''The answers 10 these ques-
tions may be, not a single Latin 
American fails to under!itand the 
historical necessity, above all, to 
unite and integrate ourselves. 
Economic and political integra-
tion with Latin America is 
already an objective inscribed.in 
the pages of the Constitution of 
the Republic of Cuba. 
Divided, our peoples will not 
be able to guaran tee their inde-
pe nde nce, the respect of the 
po werful, the well ·being .to 
which we aspire and a dignified 
place in the world."' 
I 
' 
Yot1ng blacks often be111oan. 
1n th e c lass roo1n a11d in the 
lyrics ol· rap 1nt1sic. their repres-
s ion i11 the realm of the govern -
ing ideas that rule_ this country. 
The most blata11t. exa rnple of thi s 
is i11 education and in the rnedia. 
A11 education sys ten1 that 
postures as ''objective·• l1<lS his -
torically served to a li e nate 
blacks by bei11g preoccupied 
with European sc holarly 
achievement whi le confi11ing 
others to the role of ··non-
achievers·· a11d receivers. 
A11d tl1e repressive role that 
the n1edia, espec ially televis io11. 
play \vas l1ighlighted agai11 
recently by 111ed ia coverage of 
the d evas tati o 11 in Florida . 
Juxtaposed agai11st the ''stories·· 
of hard-worki ng white hon1e-
owners who had lost everything 
were the very co111n1on images 
of b lacks as looters. The reaso11 
why the media are racist and 
--tepressive is because they 
' often depict blacK.s 
1nore 
Hispanics as crin1inals a11d hard -
ly ever devote equal .attention to 
the di sc ri111inatio11 and socia l 
co11tradiction s that existed 
before the catastrophe ·that have 
combined to make people so 
desperate. 
As oppressed peoples. we 
ca11 often ··fee1·· this repressiori, 
but very rarely do we get the 
opportunity to systematically 
sttidy this 1:epressive order. We 
11eed to k110\V how syste111s of 
oppression \Vork , a11d \\' ith thi s 
kno\vledgs: ·develop tool s for 
coping and }}ghting back. 
The ex~rience of the black 
student in higher ~ducation 1nus1 
be. therefore. quite different 
fron1 that of \Vhites. For blacks, 
college is more than just a place 
where you go to get skil ls that 
will equip you to get a job and 
enter the ''mainstrean1··. It is a 
price less opportunity 10 be 
exposed to thinkers who have 
wr itten exte11sive ly about 1t1i s 
repression 1hat we ''f6e1··. 
On th is matter, blacks can 
Cuban youth leader to speak at HU 
By Dawn Mills 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With · the co llap se of 
co1nmunist gove rnn1ents around 
the world following 1he 1989 
·•de1nocratic revo lu1ion·· of 
Easter11 Europe, al.I eyes have 
turned to Cuba expectantly. But 
even \vith increasing pi;essure 
from W'!shington and mou nting 
econo1nic woes, President Fidel 
Castro still re}nai 11 s un111oved in 
his Marxist ideological stance. 
Indeed , President George 
Bush '~ ''v isio n'' of being the 
first U.S. president to walk on 
the '' free soil '' of Cuba may 
very well remain a figment of 
hi s iffiagination. · 
As such, with Cuba now in 
the spotli.ght, the U.S. speaking 
lour of Cuban youth leader Ibis 
Alvisa Gonzalez could not have 
been more timely. Gonza lez 
will addr~ss students on 
Sept. 18, at Howard University , 
Locke Hall, Room I 05 at 6 p.m. 
This program is o rgan ized by 
Dr. John Cotman of the depart-
n1ent of poli tical science, a nd 
the Caribbean Studen ts 
Association. 
Her 1our is being used as a 
) 
I 
vehicle to educate youth and 
others in the United States 
about the existing s i1uation in 
Cuba from lhe perspective of 
Cuban youths. She is spon-
sored by the faGulty and 
Students Coordinating 
Committee · t·or Campus 
Lectures of Cuban Youth of 
Manhattan, New York. 
Gonzalez, who is visiti ng 
the U. S. for the fi rst time, has 
been invited to give lectures at 
universities in, ni ne U.S. Citi es. 
In addition, 'she has mel with 
the President of the African 
Nationa l Congress (ANC) 
You th League, leaders of the 
Resource Center for the 
Amer icas, and addressed a 
women's rights march and festi-
val in C leveland. 
. 
Gonzalez, an International 
R·elations g rad uate of the 
Univer si ty of Moscow, i s a 
youih leade r w ho . resides i n 
Hava na, C uba. S he i s a 
researcl1e r a t · th € Ce nter for 
s tudi es o f Youth whic h does 
research and provides inferma-
t ion o n th e s itu a t ion fac ing 
C uban youth in employ m e nt 
and education. 
' 
. ' 
r1ca seek end to vi lence 
to e11sure peace and stabi lity in 
the future." 
Further, the ANC called 
on the government to implement 
the niain recommendations of the 
·indepe ndent Golds tone 
Con11nission to ban the carrying 
of dangerous weapons in public 
and to release all politi.cal prison-
ers immediately as a precondi-
tion to resume talks to fashion 
out a multi-party constitutional 
• government. 
Moreover, the July memo-
randum called on the govern-
ment to establish an 
Internati o nal Com1nission of 
Inquiry to inves1igate and moni -
1or all acts of violence in South 
Africa. 
In a sign of compliance, 
_. Pretoria 1ast week urged UN 
Secretary General. Boutros 
*soutros-Ghali to se11d a repre-
·sentati ve to South Africa to 
observe the violence and 1nedi -
ate the cons titu tional deadlock. 
The invi tation is see n by 
observxrs as a result of i111erna-
tional <futcry against what has 
been ide~1ified as government-
backed violence against the 
ANC. South Africa had objected 
previously to ' 'out s iders"' from 
1neddling i11 their '·i nternal 
affairs''. 
ANC General Secretary 
Cyril Ramaphosa. who escaped 
' 
. 
· 1 ury in thi s last attack, says that 
e de Klerk governme nt has 
''come around to realize that con-
stituti<1'ilal negotiations cannot 
proceed meaningfull y with the 
current levels of violence.'' 
The questions of a transition-
al governmeni and how to 
achieve it have' been the mai n 
disagreements betweef\ the gov-
ernment and opposi tion groups, 
including the ANC. 
In a memor andum to de 
Klerk, dated July 9th , the ANC 
stressed: ''The depth of the crisis 
fac ing bur Country is such that it 
' is essential that there is a speedy 
transition to democracy." 
' . The U.S. State Department 
condemned ''the excessive and 
unjustified use of lethal force 
against peaceful demonstrators •• 
saying that Washi ngton he ld 
South African government ''ulti-
mately responsible for the 
actions of the homelands." 
Scholars. fight oppression ~asily be vic t ims of the 1 atica lly destroying the repres- Pedag~gy of the Oppressed, the 
parochial ism that is such a di s- ,, sive ord~r lhat 1is as 1nuch inter- aware?ess of being in a state of 
tilict featu re of American soci- · nat ional as il is natio11<1l. oppression and developing tools 
ety. The Indian scholar, Ashis to deal with that reality is ''con-
It is often assumed that other Nandy, in The I111i1nate Enemy: sc ientization''. Black students 
people look to the United States The Loss and Recovery of Self - no matter where they are 
to learn, and Americans can Under Colonialism has identi- from - can be conscientized by 
learn quite little (if anything) fied certain neuroses typical of being exposed to this scholar-
from them. son1e segments of British soci- ship from other peoples who 
But there is a substan1ial ety that help to explain the drive share with them the common 
body of scholarship fron1 former to do111 in ate othe r people. bond of being oppressed. 
colonized areas that corttains Among these is the ··hornology' ' 
much about intellt>ctual repres- bet\vee11 sex ro les and colonial -
s ion thal is instructive to blacks. is1n thal 1n<1de it seem n1anly 10 
Fro1n the works of Martinqua11 colonize a11other people whose 
Franz Fanon. 10 South African 1nales \VCre perceived as effemi-
S,teve Biko 's I Write What I nate . or a11drogynous (11either 
Mark D. Alleyne holds a 
B.A. j in }01,rnalism from 
Ho1va1·d University ('84), and 
Masters a11d doctoral degrees 
ifl int'ernatio11al relations from 
Oxfoirl U11iversity. Like, to Kenyan Ngugi wa male nor fe111ale). ~ Thio11go·s Decolonizing The For the 11(1ted Brazilian edu-
Mind, blacks have been system- ca tor. Paulo Freire, author of 1 
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llow high is up to :you. 
No matte£ who :you are, in the Air National 
. O.U 'B have every awortunity to be- ; 
best. Yk'll train :you in your drice r 
IKlO tedmirat careers. From tele- 1. 
«< 
to~ technology. 
to sewrity. Jt's experience 
help your civilian career 'really 
Got your sights set on college? The Air · 
NatDlal Guard can help you pay for it With 
\ 
' 
with ei<citement 
and adventure that 
can lead to exotic 
locations around 
-• the world. 
's a pretty 
ilea 
cor1111Lit11wid-as little as 
and tv.u weeks a ~ 
Go at.icad Shoot ilr the s "" 
first step to jdting your careEJ' •the 
ground by calling us toll-free at l-800-
638-0936. 'lbu'D discover som enough, that 
in the Air Guard, 
who you are doesn't 
substantial loan· 
repayments and ad-
ditional assistance 
from the Mont-
~mery GI Bill. • limit who you can 
beccme. All on top of a 
great part-time 
-.., salary. All combined 
NATIONAL 
GUARD 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
Americall$ At Their Best. 
An'P lllNP 
' ' 
• 
Apple ~lacinrosh Classic' II 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES 
• P.O. BOX 3006 
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02130 
' : 1 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS, & LOANS 
I 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWS~IPS, GRANTS: AND 
SPECIAL STUDENT AID FUNDS GO UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STU-
DENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHERE TO APPLY OR Hbw TO GET THEIR 
SHARE. 
THE SECRET IN LOCATING MONEY FOR COLLEGE, LIES IN YOUR STRATEGY. 
YOU NEED STEP-BY-STEP INFORMATION ON WHAT AID IS AVAIIABLE AND 
HOW YOU CAN GET IT. THE TIME TO START IS NOW! YOU CAN APPLY AS 
EARLY AS YOUR JUNIOR YEARN HIGH SCHOOL, OR DURING YOUR UNDER-
• 
GRADUATE OR GRADUATE STUDY. AID CAN BE USl;D AT ANY ACCREDITED 
COLLEGE OR TRADE SCHOOL. 
THIS DIRECTORY WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION TO STUDEN'fS OR INDIVID-
UALS WISHING OR ATTENDING HIGH SCHOOLS,. BUSINESS SCHOOJ-S, 
TEECHNICAL SCHOOLS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS, LAW SCHOOLS, 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS, VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, UNDERGRADU-
, ATE SCHOOLS, RESEARCH PROGRAMS, AND LEADERSHIP PRO-
GRAMS. 
OPPORTUNITIES ARE READY AND WAITING FOR YOU. REGARDLESS OF 
' . YOUR PARENTS INCOME, YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, OR YOUR 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE! FOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE FOR 
. ' CHILDREN OF DIVORCED PARENTS, VETERANS, OR UNION MEMBERS. 
*********************************************** 
------
PLEASE SEND ME A COPY OF THE SCHOLARSHIP DIRECTORY 
' 
. ENCLOSED IS $25.00 
I 
CITY:.~~~~~~ STATE:.~~~~~~-ZIP:.~~~~-
• MAIL ORDER 
FORM TO: EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES 
P.O. BOX 3006 
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 0213~ 
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Apple Maontush Hsi 
I 
, 
' 
I 
t 0 • 
' Get over '400 w9rth of.preloaded software when you buy one of the 
Apple~ Macintosh · computers shown above at our best prices ever. 
And· if you are interested in financing options, be sL1re to ask for • 
details i'QOUt the AJJple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student 
aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and 
only at your authorized Appl<: campus reseller. 
The Macintosh Student Aid Package. tl. · 
For more information visit the University Bookstore or contact Myrtle Crabbe So6-6658 
or yisitJohn Cash, Student Apple l\eJi at the Bookstore Tues & Wed's 10:00-12:30 301/292-1851 
or call Fran Polirig at Clinton Computer 301/599-9555 x241 . 
• 
'~ l\l'J2 lr~>k: f.•Jf!lflUllY lno Apple, chc Appl<: l<wi, all<l .'ltat 1n1• "h •n: rt1(1>1"f\tl 1nodcm.rk' ,,f Apple <:O.ompu1l1", ll'll (b.,'ii!: '' • 11:gi.,.Ln'd 1rak.1ru1rlc 111:<11"'-tl u • Ai11lll· U "1lill.l1~r. In.. f'l,.,·crllr•t is• !r.atk...n;irk '' Aj,>k: <•1111jllll<T. Ir..·. 1J'lc ll;nkom Hov..· f.fll~ir.,ll\IU Is• tr.11.k11urt ' ' ltu11k11n ltuu'<'. L1• . . 1t.'01"an ll<'ril .. · t).,11111• fl11:1•wu~. l!lo.\1fl•'i.; Thi.~ .lllll 
I )Jm,.~ l'CXI' d•·"'"~~1J h1 ll•l'Jl(llu 111 .\ldllin /)ompiny. pt!hl"hcr •' l'hc Amt'fl< •n llcn~•k'C lM.1ir01•ry •fkl !!u11•.1\ II '!he NL-w lh.">llulll\. <:O m1 '1"<'11 unok:r\yul)( ''' hni>lo 'Ill' 1lo.~·,-j, ~M.1! 1'1 l.il\)(Wlll' S\"•m,, lno t::.ik••l:ar t:n.·..co If ;,. a 1r.11k.i11'1rk uf l'll'O\T I 'I' S. ofi"'-:.M\' tJlf\MrJI•••· ll1:sumo:1 nt•T i> J 1r.11.li.·11u. k ,,( llt•~'0.11\' ~"'111 JI\' t:.'"~'·"" · 11• !JI 1in•kltl IU!lll.'> .1n· lh.• tr ... i..,.i.n 
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· ~ou know, itJ ~o ridiculou,~. If I don't call rny 
parents every ~unday at exact~ 5 o'clock, 
they thihk I was kidnapped by alien>. or 
~otnething. Anyway, one 5ut1day ~e ahcl 
Mark, we decide to take-off and checkouf 
+h.e city. )o VJe're har'l91n3 out ana· 1 (ook a+ . 
m . watch. 5 o 'cloc/(. Alr~ht, )o rny callih9 
card and I head dow~ +o +he focal poof hall. 
(Which I happen to know haf a paypho11e) 
AnrJ I te II t~e folks the Mat-tianr s.e~d 
. 11 -th~ir beft .. • • 
I 
-
I 
{ 
' 
[ . 
• 
• 
1 
I . 
• 
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o matter where you happen to he, the Al'&T •- ,.w,.,,.,, ·you'll never 11eed to apply for a11other. 
Calling Card can take you home. --· .. .,«t:&J'i'' If yoL1 gel yoL1r Calling Card now, your first call will 
It's also the least expensive way to call _, ~-t:r~&~~ ~fi.i· · he free~· And you'll become a member of AT&T Student 
state-to-state 9nAT&T, when you can't dial direct. With 1 /:;?>,.,?,; .... . ,,. • -;.- . Saver PlL1s, ;1 program of products and servi~es that 
the new AT&T Call ~nd Save Plan, you'll get special discounts saves s ttdents time a11d money 
on AT&T Calling Card calls~ And once you have your card, All pf which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of tpis world. 
1b get an Al&I' Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654·0471 Ext. 850. 
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Future redevelopment promises end 
of student housing and parkfng woes 
• 
By Janice Stone 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In the past three years, the 
main campus as well as off-cam-
pu s properties of Howard 
University have undergone some 
kind of physical development, 
whether refurbi shing or the 
building of new facilities. 
One of these properties which 
most students see arid are cur-
rently benefiting from is Cook 
Hall , a. co-ed re sidence hall,( · 
. located at 601 Girard St. NW . 
The new dormitory fea ture s 
. . 
security cameras and elec1ronic 
access doors. 
Other dorms targeted for ren-
ovation th is year are the Tubman 
Quadrangle and Drew Hall. 
Already in the Quacl. new win-
dows and central ai r have been 
installed. 
A new dorin is cur:rently 
' 
under construction directly in 
front of Be1hu'ne Hall . According 
to Ed Pinkard, Ass is tant Vice 
President for Physical Facilities 
Management, ''.There is a definite 
move toward s having the 
Howard co1nmunity centrali zed.'' 
He said Dr. Jenifer plans to 
house 60 perce11t of all students 
requiring ca1npus housing on the 
1nain campus. 
The redevelopment plans 
have not been confined to the 
residence hall s. There are two 
other non-residential sites which 
are already e9mple1e. 
. The Howard Hospital 
Ambulatory Care Center, 19Cat-
ed behind the hospital. was 
recently completed. It houses the 
offices of hospital based physi-
cians as well as a primary care 
center on the firs t floor. This 
area is supported by laboratory 
and radiological services. There 
is also an in /out Ambulatory 
Surgical Suit_e. 
Ja1nes Christian, a repre-
sentative of the care center, said 
that it provides a place for physi-
cians to see patients in an envi-
ronment free from the usual 
chaos of a hospitaf emergency 
room. 
The Comserc Research 
Center hou ses a myriad of 
research laboratories including 
laser research as well as exten-
sive computer service~. 
Although specific plans 
for some University-Owned sites 
have been made, other sites have 
been targeted for redevelopment 
but have no bl eprint. 
Parking ot G, across from 
the C. B. Pow II building, is the 
proposed ite for a 
Comprehensiv) Science Center. 
The corner of 5th and Oakdale 
streets NW. is the proposed site 
for a well needed 600 s pace 
gar-age which will be opening 
this fall. 
On Shennan Avenue, the 
old Harrison Broth e rs' 
PIL1n1bing building, next to the 
Engine. Four Fire Station has 
been acq uired by the University 
and is the proposed si te for a 
building to be used for adminis-
tration purposes. Next door to 
that building will be a s torage 
' -,-..., 
e: photo by Sharonda Starks 
The lot across from Bethune Hall is one of the sites • 
that the University Is currently redeveloping. 
facility for the University. A few 
row houses in this immediate 
vicinity do not yet belong to the 
Howard, but plans are underw.ay 
to acquire them as soon as -they 
become available. 
The old School of Business 
building at 2445 Sher1nan Ave. 
as well as the parking lot across 
from Bethune Hall , (the old Mott 
Elementary School) are 1wo si tes 
for development. The old School 
of Business will be a te111porary 
parking lot until plans are final -
ized as to what it will be u'Sed 
for. There are no immediate 
plans for the old Mott School 
' 
' 
parking lot . 
Renovations are underway 
for the University Service 
- Center. 
'( With the amount of 
redevelopment underway sOme 
might , wonder what these plans . 
will cost the University, and 
where is the money going to 
come from? 
Pinkard said that the only 
sites which were not yet funded 
were the Science Center and the 
o ld Mott Ele rnentary School 
parking lot . He was unable, how-
ever, to give any details about 
plans for fundraising. 
;A TRIBUTE ·TO 
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BUSINESS B 
Cutbacks Hit TWA 
Trans World Airlines announced e#Pi• 
winter service season will have its most dla ZH 
'ncluding employment cuts as well. On Q.t. 
fliabts to a number of international loc•ktq, 
Utah will no longer have lWA service. TW~ 
about 10 percent of their 28,000 employees 
MasterCard by Gene~ 
General Motors will be premieting I aaew 
which will offer cardholders credit toward me pun n 17 
automobiles based on the use of their credil carci.. 
will be competitive with interest rates and us li!ftik 
I 
Black and Hispanic MBA candidat!is- filld 
graduate1 business school admisjion proce$t by 
Destination MB .. , Seminars. 
The three-hour seminars are free. and smm -
test preparation workshops. Destination MBA 
have expanded from eight to ten sites in major ridl I 
be held in Atlanta, Chicago. Dallas, Detroit. 
Minneapolis/St.Paul, New York, PbiladelP!Jia, S. 
Washington, D.C. 1 
· Most will be held in conjunction with aa MBA 
will give minority MBA candidates an o~ry to 
representatives of more than 75 institutions that offt;J 
agement programs. 
A11 
Destination MBA is co-sponsored by the 
Management Admission Council, the National ~ 
Association and the National Society of Hispanic NIAi. 
attendance is 2,000. Since its inception in 11986, die~ 
doubled the number of seminars it has offered. · 
The Washington, D.C. seminar will be held at tW 
Hilton Hotel on 16th & K. Street. N.W. on OCtober 31. 
!!! 
If you are a student and y . u own your 
own business, the HILLTOP wants you to 
be featured in its "S otlig~t 
Entrepreneur" column. Call 806-6866 and 
ask for Tasha. 
f Tbo 
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By Sharmarra Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Just about all of us 
can sing the entire 
theme to "Good 
Times." In fact, I'll 
bet that you, or some-
one you know was 
wide awake last year 
watching the 2 a.m. re-
runs. If you fit that 
description, don't 
sweat it; you are not 
alone. 
Although it might 
seem that being well-
educated would cool 
our interest in the 
black sitcoms of yes-
teryear, the majority 
or us still love them. 
What's definite is that 
'our level or perception 
• ,.;, has matured with our 
cuttu\'id gn\Mh. 
Back then, as 
impressionable 
teenagers, these shows 
Influenced the way we 
felt about our people 
and ourselves. Now, as 
educated adults, we 
Gloria Naylor is back with another hit!/85 S 
RO Alumnae break Into film)B4 ~ 
The 'Blues' aren't dead1762 t 
I 
Weekender /B2 
People/B4 
Hilltoplcs /B8° 
Books/BS 
Sports/B7 
0 
n 
B 
-· are smart enough to 
not only be impressed 
by these themes, but to 
engage in intellectual 
debates surrounding 
the circumstances 
behind them. 
Nowadays, it is 
hard to watch a "Good 
Times" episode with-
out asking the ques-
tion ''Why?'' 
Why, for instance, 
did James fit the 
stereotypical role of 
the angry, exhausted, 
ill-tempered black 
man? 
Why couldn't 
Wilona ever find a 
good man? 
Why did Florida 
wait until after James' 
death to get a job? 
Why was every fee-
ble attempt the Evans' 
made to get out of the 
ghetto ruined? 
Obviously, the 
above questions were 
more than sitcom 
script ideas. They 
were, and still are, 
pressing issues in blackj 
Former Cosby 
Show star tur11s 
• 
over new eaf, 
By Sharl Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It' s 9:45 a.m. and Karen 
Malina White · answers the phone 
with a groggy ''Hello." Tl1e 27 
year-old actress (not to be con-
fu sed with the si nger) seems to 
have just awakened, although she 
says she's been up and ready to 
do thi s phone in terv iew for a 
while . ''I ' m si tting here on my 
bed go ing through old papers.'· . 
she ex plains. ''so there's c lutter all 
over. I also did laundry last night. 
but I didn't fold anything. so ... " 
White obvio us ly has a 
busy day ahead of her, as she pre-
pares to move to Cal if~mi a within 
the next couple of wee}cs to be on 
the se t of ''A Differe~t World ." 
' 
Her quick-lipped, gregarious 
Cos by , Sh ow character, 
Charinaine Brown, is the only one 
of her teenage Cosby cl ique to 
''graduate' ' to the fictious Hillman 
College and White is ex.c ited. 
'' I originall y auditioned 
for the part of Pain "[Clair's 
cous in]:· she remi11i sces, ' 'but I 
instead got the part of Charmaine . 
Everything was riding on the first 
show, because it was supposed to 
be a one-shot deal." 
Luckil y, the audience 
loved the characters Channanine 
and Lance [All en Payne]. aJld 
Cosby dec ided to sign them. But 
White adJ"!lils Charmaine's quick-
fire speech, which was a part of 
what 111ade her character so popu-
lar, was totally accidental. 
''I was excited and very 
nervous [during the tapi ng! . and 
that 's how Charma ine started 
talking fast," she says, laughing. 
··1 didn't realize I was talking that 
1·ast ~nd then that just became a 
p.:1rt of Charmaine." 
Theater at Howard (''a lot of 
times that was my rent ," she 
• 
says), dabbling in theater (''noth-
ing significant," she admits), and • 
working for temporary agencies. 
In '87, ~hite moved to New 
York (still teaching) and a year 
• later she singlehandly and under-
handedly landed her first major 
movie roie ''Lean On Me.'' 
'' I lied," she confesses, 
• her voice barely a whisper, guilt 
obvious ly writte n ac ross her 
unseen face. ' They we{e looking 
for real kids to do the movie, so I 
lied abouf my age. (At the audi-
tion~] we/had to do an improvisa-
tion whe
1
re you' re pregnant and 
you have to tell your mother. I' ve 
always been able to brin$ tears to 
my eyes reall y quick so l ~ started 
c.rying an1d .saying differ~~t {e~o­
t1onalJ ' thi ngs and th~ casting 
directo r was like 'Gre3.t! ""How 
-. 
old are y,ou?' I said. 'Six.teen,' 
and he lei me see the director. 
1 I had to eventually tell 
the'-truth. ·· she continues, '''cause 
we were ~about to begin filming], 
and underage kids had to have 
tutors and they were ready· to give 
1ne (a col l~ge graduate) a tutor." 
With a five-year contin-
uing contract for both Cosby and 
ADW (she has three years left), 
White says she 's really happy 
that she has a s teady flow of 
work- something she's not used 
to. I 
''11m happiest when I'm 
working,' ' s he explains. ''The 
bu s iness is so up and down . 
When it's down. I worry a lot 
about rent and bills 'c.ause I'm a 
worrywart and you ntver know 
whe n your next job is coming. 
Acting is not a nine to~ five. And 
the best thing is that' you have 
fun." 
And as for her reactions 
about her destined stardom? 
tran orm to reflect the state oft e time 
But Cosby didn ' t 111ark 
the beg inni11g of her career. After 
graduating from Howard with a 
degree in fine arts (she was also 
Homecomi ng Queen '85- '86). 
\Vhite Jived in D.C. for a year, 
leaching acti ng at the Children ·~ 
·· 1 never dreamed of 
being a star
1 
·· she says, ''I just 
wanted to work .'' 
' 
cqmmunities nationwide. Whether or not 
''Good Tin1es·· accurately portrayed them 
on film is debatable. But, what is true is 
that thi s 30 1ninute weekly series broke 
ground as T.v.·s first black f:nnily sitcom 
when it premiered in the mid 1970's. 
Givi11g both white and black families a 
new perspective on black life, the series 
brought harsh urban realities into 
America's Ji ving rooms. 
However. if the portray~ls of blacks 
on T. V. are reflections. of the way the 
majority of America views us, then images 
of black people have definitely changed. 
With in a ten-year span , we went from 
being seen as America's favorite project 
family , (''Good Times''). by moving from 
Chicago's south side to the more prefer-
able east side (''The Jeffersons''), and ulti -
mately to the affluent area of Brooklyn, 
New York ('The Cosby Show''). 
With scenes from these shows fresh in 
.our memories, we forget lthe ?O's slang 
--a'nd the outdated outfits o~each episode, 
and recall how deeply involved we got 
into each plot. 
We were there when Thelma 
announced her engagement to African 
J.exchange student lbe, and as well when 
Sweet D.addy made his regular appear-
ances at the Evans' household. However, 
for those of us who grew up outSide ' the, 
( 
projects' , were these scenes our only con-
nection with inner-city life? . , 
"The images of black people have 
imp.roved because pmes have gotten better 
for us. Television reflects the state of the 
people it portrays. Today's shows repre-
sent a broader range of African-
Americans. The change in the images 
reflect the changes we've made in our-
selves." 
-sophomore Fabian Hamblin, fine 
arts major 
''In the 60' s and ?O's, producers like 
Norman Lear, depicted ttle black family 
the way they felt it should be portrayed. 
We have made strides due to the fact that 
we are now in the position to produce, like 
Bill Cosby, Deb5ie Allen , and Quificy 
Jones. However, as far as our image is 
concerned, we haven't convinced our-
se lves that we have come far from the 
days' of ''Good Times." Blacks still say 
that shows like 'Cosby' are fake, but can 
accept shows like ''Family Ties'' as realis-
tic . All we need is a chance to give a well-
rounded view of the black experience. We 
need to be able to have shows like ''Alice'' 
and ''Dynasty'' that cover the entire spec-
trum of black people as they do for whites. 
That would be better than trying to fit 
• 
r 
every)hing into one show." 
-junior Tara Gray, legal cpmmuni-
cations major 
''To some extent, I think the portrayal of 
black images has gotten better, but some 
of the themes are still the san1e. Some 
shows like 'Cosby' and ' Fresh Prince ' 
have helped to improve the images of 
blacks on T.V." 1 
-senior Frank Williams, political 
science major 
I 
AT LEFT:: (I tor) Female comic 'Shirley' from 
"What's Happening"; Father & Son junkyard 
dealers, 'Sanford & Son'; characters 'Mary' and 
• 
'Sandra' from "227". BELOW: (clockwise! 
Characters from "Out All Night" ~tarring Patti 
Labelle; stars of "Rhythm and B ues"; and stars 
from "Here and Now", starring alcolm Jamal 
Warner. 
''I think the images of black males on 
T.V. have defil)itely changed." 
-senidr Keith Lee, electrical engi- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~===::+========~ 
neering major 
Every year we see brand new 
images of ourselves when the networks 
reveal their annual fall television line-up. 
Among this year's new releases are ''Here 
and Now," a show starring Malcolm 
Jamal- Warner working as a counselor at 
an inner-city community center (premier-
ing this Saturday); ''Out All Night," star-
ring soul songstress Patti LaBelle ; and 
''Rhythm and Blues," starring Ron Glass 
(Barney Miller) ; Anna Maria Horsford 
(Amen); and Vanessa_ Bell Calloway 
(Coming To America). 
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Special to the Hilltop 
~· 
How far would you go in 
order to fit in? Would you lie 
about your background, your 
social class, your religion? 
This is exactly what hap-
pens in the film, School Ties. 
.·David Greene, the main char-
acter, is recruited from his 
hometown of Scranton, 
Pennsylvania to be the star 
quarterback at an ~lite New 
England prep school. After he 
forms friendships with young 
men from families of wealth 
and renown, these bonds are 
tested when Greene 's reli -
gious identity is revealed. He 
and his classmates are forced 
to consider their values and 
loyalties as they :;tr.iye to live 
up to their heritage while 
denying that of another. 
In the · film Greene 
attempts to deny and hide jlis 
Jewish faith, but is ultimately 
confronted by his school· 
mate's -prejudice . Greene's 
dilemma is a universal one: 
how does it feel to be an out-
sider, and at what price wil" 
an outsider pay to belong? 
I . 
we must educate people not to 
• 
be afraid of the unknown. I 
trope the film will make peo-
ple more tolerant of any 
minority group," said Sherry 
Lansing, producer of the film. 
School Ties shows-that you 
must never, ever deny what or 
who you are," Lansing added. 
Pretending 
hatred does 
not exist in this 
country is to 
deny people 
the opportunity 
to make things 
better. 
D.ick Wolf 
screenwriter 
"i t's not worth it to lose your 
identity in order to be accept-
ed into a group. You can;t a11-
ow a li e of omission . That 
means learning to accept 
yourself and learning that you 
have to be your own individ-
1 " ua . , / 
believe that anti-Semitism no 
. 
longer exists in the world, this 
kind of prejudice remains 
something that is very much 
with us every day. The 1991 
Audit of Anti-Semitic 
Incidents by the Anti· 
Defamation League of B'Nai 
B'rith reported the highest 
overall total of incidents ever 
recorded in the 13-year histo-
ry of the annual audit . 101 
anti-Semitic incidents at 60 
college campuses were among 
a total of 1,829 incidents from 
42 states, the District of 
Columbia and the Virgin 
Islands: 
"Pretending hatreds don ' t 
exist in this country is to deny 
people the opportunity to . 
make things better," said 
· screenwriter Dick Wolf. 
School Ties stars Brendan 
Fraser, Chris O'Donnell, 
Andrew Lowery, Matt 
Damon, Randall Batinkoff, 
Cole Hauser, Anthony Rapp, 
and Ben Affleck . The cast 
also includes Amy 'Locane,-
Peter Donat and Zeljko 
lvannek. 
Produced· by Stanley Jaffe 
and Sherry Lansing, School 
Ties was directed by .Robert 
Mandel from from a screen -
play by Dick Wolf and Darryl 
Ponicscan based on a story by 
Dick Wolf. 
• 
• 
School Ties is a com-
pelling film about prejudice, 
not just about prejudice 
against Jews . "It show s, I 
hope, how' irratiOnal prejudice 
is - that it is based on noth-
ing more than fear; and that 
Making a film dealing with 
anti-Semitism has long been a 
goal of Lansing and Stanley 
R. Jaffe who formed Jaffe-
Lan'sing Productions in 1982. 
While many would like to 
School Ties opens today at 
local -theaters. ' Photo courtesy 9t Karin Epstein/Paramount 
In School Ties, the characters are portrayed to attend St. Matthew's Acj demy In 195
1
5. 
. I • , The· 'Blu·es~~ ke.pt 
alive in\ new film 
By Patryce e·rown 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Deep Blues is a documentary 
that leaves one with mixed feeling. 
The film is straight forward and 
sometimes informative. H9wever, it 
is the presence of the narrator, 
Robert Palmer, author of the book 
of the same name which inspired the 
film, and Dave Stewart of the 
E'Urythmics, that throws the film off 
track. -
Despite Palmer 's thor9ugh 
knowledge of the blues, one can ' t 
take him seriously because he has a 
voice like Garth from ''Wayne 's 
World.'' He comes across as an out-
sider ii:t the realm of old southern 
bluesmen. The film takes on a dis-
tant quality '"1ith Palmer's narration. 
Stewart seems even more out of 
place with his sideburns and biker 
jacket in contrast to the old, black 
bides. musician who teaches him to 
play the blues. However, the film 
was conceived and produced by 
Stewart, so he deseryes some c.r:edit 
for giving attention tb this underrat-
ed and neglected art form. 
The movie begins with tradition-
al blues artists who live in the old 
' . 
towns of the Mississippi delta area. 
The movie avoids any modem blues 
musicians such as B.B. King, Bobby 
Blue Bland, or Koko Taylor, and 
chooses to focus on the older roots 
of blues. This is done!\ to keep the 
integrity of blues and itit confuse it 
with R&B:. 
Jbe film shows the importance 
of the blues musician's rofe as story-
teller or informal historian, analo-
gous to the African Griot. The blues 
musician sings the story of a partic-
ular people. • 
' One such musician was Jessie 
Mae Hemphill, of "Jessie Mae 's 
Fife' and Drum Band." Jessie chose 
to carry on the tradition of her father 
and great grandfather. They were 
the men who played the music that 
preceded the blues and formed the 
link between African music; and cul-
ture and modem day blues culture. 
You ca n hear this kinship with 
African music in her music. 
The movie then moves to the 
more urban musician. The urban 
musician's role is different from the 
traditional. artist's because urban 
arti sts are. simply entertainers, less 
interest~<l in telling the story of a 
people. · 
Even though these artists are 
• • 
more mainstream and business 
minded, they afe not in it for the 
money. They are deeply committed 
to keeping the blues form alive. 
"Big" Jack Johnson, for example, 
has released several albums, yet he 
has worked during the day as an oil 
delivery man for 11 years. 
Another urban bluesman, 
• 
"Booby" Barnes, owns the Playboy 
c lµb in Gr:eenville, Mississippi. 
Barnes looks like a cross between 
. 
Jame s Brown with gold chains, · 
brjght clothing , and processed hair 
an1d Jimi Hendrix when he bends 
over to play his guitar with his teeth. 
Deep Blues shows the heart of 
blues as a triumph over misery. As 
Pa.lmer says, the blues is a music, 
"steeped in tradition," and that tradi-
tion is definitely poverty and strife. 
The film also draws on thought-
provoking ties between blues and its 
African roots. For instance, ''juke," 
as in jukebox and juke-joint, is a 
West-African word for having a 
good time. In addition, blues artists' 
concept of the devil as a trickster, 
not the Judeo-Christian fallen angel, 
stems from a Yoruba religion. 
Aside from scenes which could 
otherwise remind you of a down-
home reunion instead of a peep-
. show, and the fact that Palmer is 
ineffective as a narrator, Deep Blues 
is a film that is definitely worth 
. . 
v1ew1ng. 
• 
" 
IN ORDER TO BETTER SE~VE 
THE HOWARD UNIVERS TY 
• 
COMMUNITY, 7I'!H!JE 
!$((}) ((})JK§7f({J)J&.JE IS EXPAND NG 
IT'S HOURS OF OPERATI N ·. 
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THE HILLTOP 
• 
. 
am 
\.. Sponsors the second a . nual 
' 
. . I 
Hosted by recent HU alum i: 
Terry Adams ('85 - Chemical Engineering) 
Brian bavis ('85 - Accounting) 
Arvia Mccown ('89 - Marketing) . 
Margaret Brooks ('90 - Marketing) 
Kimberly Churchwell ('91 - Economics) 
Rayna Swann ('92 - International Finance) 
Lisa Decosta ('92 - Finance) 
AND 
• 
I 
L. Ross Love 
Vice President 
• 
Procter & Gamble Worldwide 
' I
' 
• • • • • • . 
. 
' 
• • 
Wednesday, Septe"! er 
30th {. 
6:30 - 8:30 p. m. 
. I 
Blackburn Center Ballro6m 
(2nd floor): 
,, 
~ 
Here's your opportunity to learn about Proct r & Gamble's 
exciting career opportunities in the followin fields: 
"\ 
• BRAND MANAGEMENT (MARKETING/ADVER.TISINvv 
• CUSTOMER SERVICE 
•FINANCE 
• MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS' 
• MARKET RESEARCH 
• PRODUCT SUPPLY 
• PURCHASE'S 
• 
' 
• RE'Sf;ARCH AND D/~'VJ;,'LOPMJ;,N7' 
• SALh'S MANAGEMhNT 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
PLEASE BRING YOUR RESUME FOR PERMANENT AND SUMMER , 
INTERN POSITIONS! 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME! \ 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.· • 
I 
September 18, 1"2 
' 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
·. 
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• • .. -. . • • 
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Ho~ard alumnae· hit the video and film indus ry 
by Tere••• Beker 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Slide over Spike Lee ... there 
are some new girls. in town! 
Whether these young women are 
preparing to have you sitting on 
the edge of your seats during a 
cliffhanger drama or wiping 
away tears during a heart-
wrenching love story. no one can 
dispute that they are all about the 
business of making it. 
The founders of Code: 
BLACK Productions, Leona D . 
• 
Willis, president; Doreen L ., 
Parker, vice-president; and Carla 
Staples. director of promotions, 
agree that working hard and 
striving for what you want is the 
only way to success. They prove 
that being determined and assid-
uous Will always keep you a step 
ahead of the rest. 
Code: BLACK Productions, 
the brainchild of three Howard 
alumnae, is a new video and film 
production company. Vice-presi-
dent Doreen Parker says the 
need for aJ collective g_oal 
prompted the formation of· the 
group. . . ' 
''We got tired of working 
with people that did11 't have the 
same dedication that we had, so 
we thought it would be best for 
us to unite," Parker said.' 
Code: BLACK Productions 
was founded in July 1992 when 
Parker and Willis joined forces 
after working as freelance 
producers. Both graduates o 
Howard University's School 
~f Communications, the tw 
. met through the Zeta Phi Bet 
Sorority Alpha Chapter in 
the Spring of 199 I . 
Parker, a 23-year-old 
music lover from Annapolis, 
Md., and Willis. a 23-year-old 
District native , both majored 
in T. V. Production while 
attending Howard University. 
Both see infinite possibilities ~1111 
for their company. ~ 
''I see the company grow-
ing as far as our imagination 
can take us," Parker Said. 
Tlie founders of Code: 
BLAciK Prodoctions realize 
that many produ¢tion compa-
nies either charge outrageous 
price s or perform poor ly. 
Therefore, they plan to over-
come that trend by producing 
pieces meeting industry stan-
dards at a lower cost tha11 con1-
petitors. 
' 'It 's all about having a posi-
tive attitude; taking a 'just do it · 
approach," Willis said. 
Imagine going to a stra11 ge 
place looking for so n1 e thin ~ 
important, but not quite knowing 
what it is. This sce11ari o besi 
describes Willi s' and Parker' s 
road to success. After di scussing 
it thoroughly, the two packed up 
and left for New York, the place 
where dreams are transformed 
into reality. 
''We were on a mission for ready to sprout, but it has begun 
the sole purpose of networking,". by opening a second branch in 
Willis said. New York. 
On the site of the Black Parker and Willis said in the 
Filmmakers Foundation, the two immediate future Code: BLACK 
began making contacts. There, Productions will sponsor a ta lent 
they were directed to the presi- search to be held on the main 
dent of Rush Communications, campus of Howard University. 
Carmen Ashhurst Watson . ~ The contest is set to run on 
Besides giving them a pep talJc, Oct.3, 1992, and will offer the 
Watson introduced them to the winner a free production of their 
' new hip-hop grpup, ''The Fam-1 own music video, comp l im~ents 
lee' ', as wel l as their producer, ,· of Code: BLACK Productions. 
Randy Allen. From there , thei11 In November, BLACK will 
networking took off. . .. present a video production on 
Code: BLACK Productions is Border Babies in the Howard 
,.a company run predominantly by University's School of Business 
Howard graduates. Not only is it auditorium. The company also 
• 
• > 
' I 
• 
' • 
Don't be left out of the 1993 
"· ~.·
photo by Michael Harris 
h a s 
pla11s for a new telev ision pro-
gra1n for college students. 
As for long term goa ls, 
Pa rk er and Willi s say they 
would or1e day like to produce 
feature -leng th film s. 
'·We really \vant to make an 
i111pact 011 the co1n munity by 
providing quali ty products and 
eventually bro<\dening irlto fea-
ture 1·ilr11s." Carla Staples said. 
Staples is the director of· promo-
tions. 
Willi s stresses the impor-
1ance of es tablishing an east 
coast enterta1nn1ent center. 
''We also \Vant to eventually 
of Bu1ln111. 
stretch out to the west coast, 
considering that most of the 
indu stry is centered in L.A, " 
Willis said. I' 
Currently Parker is working 
as assistant directo r o n the 
' 
video, ''Death Zone," and Willis 
is 1working o n the film 
• 
''S leepless In Seattle'', starring 
Tom H aQkS and Meg Ryan. 
Altpough it sounds easy, 
fame aiid rqrtune neve~ fall into 
one 's lap . parker, Willis, and 
Staples each acquired over nine 
internships [during their under-
graduate study and are now 
working ovbr 18 hours per day. 
. I Where: Blackburn Center, Basement Level in the Music Listening 
" Room 
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. daily 
TEACH FOR AMERICA 
makes it possible to teach in on 
urban or rural public school without 
being on education major! 
TEACH FOR ~ERICA 
Who: 
• 
Underclassmen ONLY!! 
September 8-11 
September 14-18 
September 21 c25 
' 
GRADUATING STUDENTS! 
all graduating Seniors 
& graduating Grad Students 
Sept. 28· Oct. 2 & October 5-23 
, -Sitting-appointments for graduating students will be 
mailed to your home and local addresses. 
Graduating students , don't miss the chance to register 
to win an all expense paid trip to the Bahamas. Just 
complete the qrawing form when you come to be pho-
tograph,ed. ,FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 
1-800-654-8810. 
• 
' 
• 
' 
' ' 
Teach For America is a notional 
teacher corps of talented. 
dedicated individuols from all 
academic majors and ethnic 
backgrounds who commit two 
years to teach in under-resourced 
urban and rural public schools. 
Salaries range from 
$15,000 • $27 ,000 and partial 
cancellation (Perkins/ NDSL) or 
deferment (Stafford/GSL) 
of loans is possible. 
• 
• 
lnformatipn ~ession 
~oward University · .. 
September 24 1992 at 
7:00 p. I • 
Locke Hall, R om 105 
• 
For more information contact 
• your career center or coll 
1-800-832-1230 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
• 
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Gloria, Naylor does it ~gain with 'Bailey's Cafe' 
By Holli L. Holliday 
Staff Writer 
hush now can you hear it ca11 't 
be faraway 
needing the blues to get there 
' look'and you can liear it 
look and you can hear 
the blues open 
a place never 
closing: 
Bailey's 
Cafe 
-Gloria Naylor 
• 
The world does 1101 ;:1ccept 
everyone. Some things happe11 to 
people that cannot be discussed. 
These are the people that 1nake 
their way into Baifey 's cafe. 
Bailey's cafe is a 1nystical place 
where no one is accepted or 
rejected . It exi sts just on the 
other side of the imagination ar1d 
hell , depending on the patron. 
Bailey's cafe is presided O\'er 
by a man only known as 
''Bailey," which is not l1i s real 
name, He was born and rai sed in 
Brooklyn, and hi s pass ions are 
Negro Baseball and hi s \Vife. 
Nadine, who helps hi111 rl1n the 
place. She is the type ot· \vo111a11 
who doesn't speak 111uch blit 
makes every word count. 
Bailey 's cafe is a\\vays ope11. 
He and Nadine are the ow11ers 
and the employees. There is no 
menu available. Monday throt1gh 
Friday, only one itefu is served 
all day. On weekends, custo1ners 
can order whatever they want: 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Rather thah tell a story which 
consists of a beginning and an 
end, Naylor provides character 
sketches of people at the end of 
the world. Carrie, Sugar Man, 
Sadie, Eve, Esther, Mary, Jesse 
Bell. Mariam, and Miss Maple 
all find their way into Bailey's 
c:.1fe. Each one of them repre -
se11(s a sot1l nobody wants. 
Sister Carrie is a member of 
tl1e Cornerstone of the Temple of 
Perpetual Redemption. On the 
s tirface, she is an upstanding 
111e111ber of the co111n1unity and a 
church leader. Underneath, she 
11urtt1res perverted sex ual fan-
tasies. She longs to act on her 
desires but never does. Instead, 
she uses her frustrations to chas-
tise the peopte in the cafe. 
011e of Sister Carrie'S favorite 
targets is Sugar Man. Sugar Man, 
as hi s 11ame suggests. is a pi1np. 
He has made a career of persuad-
i11g ir1secure women into sleeping 
\\1itl1 111en for his profit. He drives .., 
:1 1936 Duesenberg and is only 
concerned abo ut l1is image. Or, 
so it see1ns on the surface. His 
secret is hi s longing to care for 
:1 r1d protect won1en. but he can 
1101 stop fro1n hurting them. So 
l1e lives hi s life hating himself 
:111 d tl1e won1en he controls. 
Sister Carrie and Sugar Man 
are 1njnor characters in the cafe. 
The prominent chnracters all 
sl1 are a common bond. That bond 
is Eve. Eve was the first cus-
toiuer at the cafe. She runs a 
boarding house for single woman 
TOP 10 BEST SELLERS FOR SEPTEMBER •• 
1. Waiting to Exhale. By Terry Mc111illan. (Viking ,$22.00) Four black 
women deal with the fru stration or the 1nale/fen1ale relationship. 
2. Disappearing Acts. By Terry Mc111i lla11 . (St. Martin , $12.00) A black 
' female executive ar1d ;1 black 111:1lc constr11ctio11 \vorker deal with the 
complications of bei11g fro1n l\VO cliffcrer11 backgrounds and in Jove . 
• 3. Bailey's Cafe. By Gloria Nay lor. (Harcourt, $19.95) A mystical cafe 
that welcomes the ,soul s tha1 the rest of the world has rejected. 
4. Mama. By Terry McMillan. (St. Martin. $10.00) A mother struggles 
to make ends meet for her and her six children while on welfare. 
5. Your Blues Ain ' t Like Mine. By BeBe Moore Ca1npbell. ( Putnam, 
$22.95) A Chicago youth spends hi s summer in Mississippi and finds 
trouble after flirting ·with a white wo111an . 
6. Possessing the Secret of Joy. By Alice Walker. (Harcourt, $19.95) 
An African born wot'nan lives with tl1e consequences or a tribal cir-
cumc1s19n. 
7. Autobiography of Malcolm X. As told to f..lex Haley. (Ballantine, 
$5.95) Malcolm X recalls his youth and hi s development into a man. 
. ' 8. And Do Remember Me. By Mitrita Golden. (poubleday, $19.00) A 
young woman run.~ away from a dysfu11ctional hon1e to the freedom 
movement in the deep south . 
9. Jazz. By-Toni Morrison. (Knape, $2 1.00) A black woman deals with 
the murder of her husband's lover. 
-
10. Black Erotica. Edited 'by Miriam DeCosta-Wilis, Reginald Martin 
and Roseann P. Bell . (Anchor, $14.00) A collection of erotic short sto-
ries by today's most prominent black authors. 
••eased on a random survey of Washington D.C. area bookstores. 
• 
i 
• 
• 
' 
' 
down the street from the cafe. 
All of the major women charac-
ters live in Eve' s house. There is 
no definition ~s to the type of 
establishment that Eve runs. It is 
on the edge of a whorehouse and 
a women's recovery center. 
Eve's place and the cafe serve as 
the 13.yover point of no return . 
This is the only definite descrip-
tion. 
Esther lives at Eve's. She 
rents the basement apartment 
where there are no lights. Esther 
is described as a very ugly girl, 
but her ugliness is unknown 
because Esther lives in a world 
of darkness. Her brother gave 
her away to a man when she was 
12-years-old. The man told her 
they were married and put her in 
a basement. She is isolated and 
alone. The man takes her in the 
darkness of the basement. He 
whispers, ''We won't speak about 
thi s, Esther."' She stays for 12 
years with the man in the dark. 
She can never live in the light 
again. So now she lives in the 
basement at Eve's. 
around the country twice until 
s~e found Bailey's cafe. She left 
Baile)•'s for Eve's. 
Not all of the patrons of 
Bailey's cafe endure extraordi-
nary pain. Jesse Bell was raised 
with her brothers in a single par-
ent home, and was relatively 
poor. Jesse Bell would grow up 
to marry a King, an upper-middle 
class black. There are some 
' hints that Jesse is bisexual , but 
her real heartache is the loss of 
her son. He did not die ; but 
under the i11fluence of her hus-
band's family, he was taught to 
be ashamed of her. Soon he 
would be taken away from her 
co1npletely . Jesse Bell turns to 
women first, then to drugs. Eve 
met Jesse while she was visiting 
a prison. She gave Jesse her card 
and told her to look her up, if she 
ever got out. Jesse got out and 
found Eve. Eve was neither the 
answer o r the -so lution to her 
problerns. 
These are but a sampling of 
the so u l ~ that ha Ve crossed the 
threshold of Bailey 's cafe or 
darkened the door of Eve. Every 
s ingle one of them has brought 
their burden to res t . 1Gloria 
Naylor. also author of Tl1e 
Wo111e11 of B1·e~v5.·1e 1· Place, illus- • 
' 
-
The border at Eve 's ranges 
between tragic and pathetic . 
Mary, also known as ';Peaches." 
lived an idealistic childhood. Her 
father worshiped her and did all 
he could to keep her innocent . 
However, thi s was to no avail , 
Mary is a nymphomani ac. 
Although he thought he was pro~ 
tecting her from sin, Mary 
would escape ' to the arms of 
almost any boy or man. Finally, 
she exhausted all the men in her 
town and left. She travelled 
trates the portraits of characters 
just on the outside of reality. The 
pain is real, but no one acknowl-
edges it. This is not a story with a 
beginning or an end, just exam-
ples of lives that society refuses 
to accept. ~ 
Title: Baile.y's Cafe 
• 
• 
Gt ' .... ..... 
" 
One-way tickets under $55 
It's the Delta Shuttle Flight Pack'" 
And if you thought your textbooks 
would get you far, take a look at 
' our book. · 
A Flight Pack is a book of four 
one-way ·tickets for .just $219. Or a book 
of eight one-way tickets for just $399; 
that's $50 for each ticket. 
I 
l 
Author:Gloria Naylor 
Publisher :Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
You can use these tickets to fly 
between New York's LaGuardia Airport 
and Washington D.C.'s National 
Airpo rt , or New York and Boston's 
Logan Airport. 
Flight Pack tickets can be used 
Monday thru Friday, 10:30 a.m. to 
2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
On Saturdays and Sundays you can use 
them anytime you want. Don't worry , if 
.. 
Price:$19. 95 
you don't finish the book this semester, 
it's good for a full year. 
And just by enroll ing in Delta's 
Frequent Flyer program you can 
accumulate valuable mileage for 
(uture trave l. 
For more-infonmation ca ll your 
travel agent or Delta at 1-800-221-1212. 
And learn the true v lue of flying the 
Delta Shuttle. 
• 
~DELTASIIU111.E!%. 
C.Onditions of Travel: Tra\'el valid for one(!) year fi-om da11e (lf issue. B1>t1ks and cot1pons art" non-tran~fe rah\e I•' d1fferen1n1J1\1J11,1I, Enr1rl' hl>t>k' 111u't ht" prt',Ctlll'J at time 
of 1ravel. C.Oupons are invalid if detacl1ed from !)IJ1.lk . Val 1d for you! hs 12 -24 years (If age. Proof _,if ag~ rt•qu.1rcd Tra\1'1 at i1 l'": (1,·,11-:11.1tl'J )'lll'.th 1_1111(•, '." Jll'~ '.11 1''.~-U Uf"M1" 
ment oft he difference betv.·een the fare in effect a11l1e 1imr of tra1·el and the \"alue of thr Flight Pack U1scount c11t1p,1n Rtfui1tl Jilli ca11cl llatu1n pt:11alt1~ .' \\Ill apply. Thrn ~~no refunds for losl or stolen books PaSSt'nger facility charges may apply. Fares ancl rules arf subjcrt t(1thangr11·i1l11•ut n1,t1rc 
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
• 
ATTENTION! 
ATTENTION! 
• 
. i 
' 
1992"."1 993 CENCUS FORM 
I 
• 
ALL RECOGONIZED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
SHOULD SUBMIT CENSUS FORMS TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, RM.117, 
BLACKBURN CENTER · 
Don't be left out of the Directory 
Recognized Students Organizations! 
DEADLINE: 
OCTOBER 9, 1992 
H-Boo· 
.. 
1992 - 1993 
• 
Pick up your copy today in the office of student 
activities, room 117 Blackburn center 
The H-Booll la an official ~lbllcation of the Office ot Student Activities, edited by Lnll9 H•rrlell-Lewl .. Anlsi.nt Dtl'llCtor of Stvd9nt 
Actlvlttff for Put+ ecio,,., The publication serves as a genera! resource ror Howard University stlJdenta. The lnlormation In the H-Book 
8holJld In no -y be l'9gllrded aa a contract berween the studeol and Howard UNivarsity. All lnlormallon is subject to charoge without notlflca-
tiofl. • 
., ,... 
WH 0 I 81 WHO AMONG 
STUDE.NTS IN AMERICAN 
• 
,,, , ! l 
UNIVERSITIES 
COLLEGES 
• 
I (' I. 
AND 
. ' 
, 
I 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE 0 THE DEAN 
IN YOUR RESPECTIVE SCHOOUCOLLEGE AND IN THE OFFICE 
OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES. I 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS OCTOBER 1, 1992. PLEASE 
SUBMIT COMPLETED APPLICATIONS TO THE DEAN OF YOUR 
COLLEGE/SCHOOL. GOOD 'LUCK!!! 
NEWTHISE 
. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS ACTIVITIY 
' 
CALENDAR r 
• 
SUBMIT A LIST OF YOUR ACTIVITIES TO OUR OFFICE TO BE 
INCLUDED IN OUR 
EVENTS CALENDAR 
EA.CH MONTII 
' 
• 
.. 
1. ALL INFORMATION SUBMITTED MUST BE TYPED OOUBLE·SPACED, TO INCLUDE THE DATE. TIME, 
. PLACE AND LOCATION OF THE EVENT. I 
2. A CONTACT PERSON AND PHONE NUMBER.MUST ACCOMPANY THE SLf!MISSION. 
' 3. DO NOT SUBMIT INCOMPLETE INFORMATION OR LIST EVENTS/SPEAKERS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN 
CONFIRMED OR FACILITIES/LOCATIONS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN SECURED. 
Hl!t!\US • HELP YOU 
WE ARE VERY INTERESTED IN 'sEEING YOUR PROGRAMS su6ceeD1 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
LESLIE HARRIELL-LEWIS 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES FOR PUBLICATIONS 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
BLACKBURN CENTER, SUITE 117 
DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 30 
A CENSUS FORM MUST BE ON FILE INT HE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVl10 
• 
' 
' 
I 
• 
' 
• 
I 
' 
i-Septemb&r 18, 1992 
• 
< ' 
Andy's thoughts on ... 
Are Professional 
Athletes overpaid? 
Every newspa(>er in the country h'as dealt 
with this issue. On the red-line train you hear 
rush-hour passengers discussing it. Even on talk 
radio· it is a common topic. So now I am going to 
take up precious Hilltop space to discuss it. 
Professional athlete~ Are they overp1aid. A 
resounding NO! I am a strong believer in the 
capitalistic society in which we live. If you can 
make a jillion dollars a year then I say more power 
to you. I do not feel that athletes are overpaid. 
Reasons cited below:.. 
REASON #1: 
It's a business. 
REj\SON #2: 
If you or I went to apply for a job 
wouldn't we try to negotiate for the highest salary 
possible. Anyone with any sense would take a shot 
at it. 
REASON #3: 
Teams obviously can ·afford to pay the 
players the high salaries. For example, if you, as an 
owner of a baseball team, could not afford to pay a 
Bobby Bonilla $29 million you wouldn't. Case 
closed. 
REASON #4: . 
If you're. a businessmah inaking $80,000 
a year, would someone who works as a cashier at 
McDonald's have the right to say that you are 
1 
overpaid. • 
REASON#5: 
There is so much exploitation where 
athletes are concerned. Athletes bring in so much 
money that they deserve a hunk of it. Athletes 
' . 
should get as much as they.c~ for as long as they 
can because once their talents diminish they are 
gone, finished. kaput. Case closed. 
REASON#6: 
It's a business. 
Now to touch basis on reason #5 when the 
talents diminish. In professional sports the life-
span, depending on the sport, is limited. An 
athlete does not bave the luxury of beginning his 
career fresh out o~ college at the tender age of 21 
and retiring when he is 65 like you and I do. 
Could you imagine fielding punt returns well into 
your sixties, an,d oh what a blow it would be to the 
.ego of the guy who is dunked on by Sam 
''Granddaddy'' Johnson. You will never see such a 
situation because athletes do not have the ''staying 
power''. Let's just say for the sake of argument 
that the average life span of a pro athlete is seven 
years. You wake up one day and you are given 
seven years to make all of the money that you' II 
ever make in your entire life. (Granted, after a pro 
career you could go on to be a success in other 
" ' fields but let's not complicate things people - work 
with me people) Now what was I saying, oh yeah, 
you're given seven years to make a living. If 
you're an athlete you'll probably want to negotiate 
for as much money as possible. The millions. The 
Big Bucks. And again anyone with any common 
sense would negotiate for the big bucks. Pro 
athletics have the market to pay the million dollar 
salaries, 11 so , why shouldn't the players earn the 
million dollar salaries. 
A SCJ;fNARIO THAT YOU WILL NEVER 
EVER SEE IN TIUS LIFETIME: 
The NBA's #l draft pick signs a 40 mil/4 yr. 
contract. 
The NBA's #2 draft pick signs a 30 mil/3 yr. 
contract. 
The NBA's #3 draft pick comes in and says 
hmmm, now let me see, I don't really want you to 
make such a fuss over me. Just give me enough to 
pay the mortgage, feed and clothe the kids and buy 
a practical car and I'm set. $50,000 a year should 
do it, where do I sign - NOT. 
A job is a job is a job. Maybe a9 athlete~s 
job is a tad more glamorous than your job at the 
hospital or at the garage, but it's still a job. 
athletes' are entertainers and you don't here people 
saying that Eddie Murphy and Sylvester Stallone 
are overpaid. The only difference between your 
job and their job is the fact that you can go and see 
the athletes at work and their job is televised. 
These are the only differences. If it bothers the 
opponents of high players salaries that much then 
maybe we could. talk Scottie Pippen, Ozzie Smith 
and Dan Marino into coming in and watching you 
as you tack.le a tough board meeting or settle a deal 
over a power lunch. Heck if you're good enough 
maybe we can even televise it. 
,, 
• 
• 
• • 
' 
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Leadership: A key to Athletic success 
. " 
By Gus Griffin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It may be difficult to distinguish between 
David Simmons, the lawyer. and David Simmons 
• the sports fanatic. Reason being the two 
personalities are virtually the same yet merge to 
create David Simmo'ns the Howard University 
Athletic Director (AD). When one talks to the Bison 
second-year AD one get a unique combination· of 
analytical prowess and die-hard sports fan optimism. 
One might expect his enthusiasin to have waned 
after an up and down year for the Bison on the 
football field. But this was not the case for 
Simmons. ''I think our first year was pretty good, '' 
Simmons said. ''We're operating more like a 
business.'' 
Simmons, a Howard Alumnus and 
Georgetown Law School graduate, ,certainly knows 
the value-of a business-like approac,h. He practiced 
as a commercial litigator for seven years before 
receiving a call from the Jenifer Administration to 
take over an athletic program with the shadow of 
NCAA probation hanging over it. Nevertheless, 
Simmons accepted the challenge and Insisted that 
the University ' s candor concerning the violations Qf 
the past administrative and athletic regime softened 
the blow of the NCAA penalties which were levied 
against the University last fall . 
' 'We knew when .I interviewed for the job 
that probation was pending," Simmons 
acknowledged. ··we felt that the best thing to do 
was to get it out of the way so that we could move 
the program forward.'' 
Often times a student's response to a 
situation can be critical in ,the eyes of the NC~A. 
''There are horlest mistakes made, but if we monitor 
o·ur Program they carr be avoided." Simmons 
explained. 
Indeed Howard. literally received the 
minimum penalty for infractions committed by the 
previous football program. Section 19.4.2.2 of the 
NCAA disciplinarian manual outl ines the penalties 
that the Bison were facing. The Bison received a 
two-year probationary period which is to include 
periodic in person monitoring of the program and 
written institulional reports. Normally this penalty 
would also include the elimination of all expense 
paid recrui1ing visits to the inslitution and the 
prohibition of coaching staff visits for one year. 
Also a one year television ban for the offending 
I 
Women's Tennis 
Fall Schedule 
Road Schedule 
Sept. 
18-20 Mt. St. Mary's Invitational 
22 UDC 
25-27 Eastern Collegiate 
Oct. 
3·4 
9-11 
13 
23-24 
Nov. 
1 
D.C. Metro Tournament 
National Collegiate 
UMES 
ODU Tournament 
Rolex·ITCA 
Home Schedule 
Sept. , 
' 23 
' 
Oct. 
George Mason 3 p.m. 
j 
6 Morgan State 2:30 p.m. 
j 
Sport. However, the Bison were stripped of only ten 
of the allotted 70 visits. Since the school has never 
been able to afford to take more than 50 in any one 
school year, Simmons does not view this as a 
penalty . Furthermore, since the Bison were 
exempted from the television ban, Simmons 
secured a deal with WHMM (Channel 32) to 
broadcast all of Howar's games !his year live. 
''We'll be the first historically black schoot-·to 
broadcast all of our games Jive, which we hope will 
enhance our season ticket sales," Simmons said. 
While Simmons will be relying on 
television to boost the support for the football team, 
the defending MEAC season and tournament 
champion men's basketball team sure ly generated 
much more support with an exCiting season 
climaxed by an appearance in the NCAA 
Tournament. 
''That was definitely among the top two of 
my biggest thrills last year. I' d say along with the 
women's volleyball team which overcame a lot of 
adversity to win," Simmons said. 
But when asked how he could ensure that 
last year's Cinderella basketball team would not 
tum into a pumpkin this year, Simmon' s express~on 
went from excitement to concern. 
Despite the gro wing concern about 
powerful alumni bposters ·and corruption among 
college athleti cs, particuJarly with respect to the 
black athlete, Simmons expressed little concern 
about Howard maintaining its academic integrity 
while in the process of moving the athletic program 
forward. '' I doil ' t think we ever have to worry 
a·bout Howard 's academic performance," Simmons 
said. 
''57 of our 220 athletes had a 3.0 or better 
GPA last year and only one of 220 was declared 
academically ineligible," Simmons said . 
He expressed fru strations over what he 
percei ved as an ins titutionalized anti-athle.tic 
sentiment . 
' '' I don ' t think i1s President Jenifer 1or any 
o ne pe rson, " Simmon s explained. '' The Ivy 
League school s operated under the notion of 
bettering your mind and body, so athletics was part 
of the educational process. But ~ith Howard being 
started for newly freed slaves there was the idea that 
they should spend all their time either studying or 
working and that mentality has carried over through 
the years.'' 
Presently , Simmons h"as- no illusions of 
I buil~ing an athletic program on the level of 
Di vision I powers Miami . Michigan or USC, but 
points to several Div'is ions II universities as models 
for fi e lding compe tit ive athletic teams while 
maint~ i ning high acade1nic standards . He minces 
! 
• 
''There were at least three or four teams 
with better talent than us last year. What we had 
was a team of over-achievers and we snuck up on 
everybody." Simmons said. He acknowledged the 
pressure of being the defending MEAC champs and 
realizes that the Bison will not be able to surprise 
anyone this year. 
''We know we'll be a target, but we ' ve 
recruited soine good athletes and we'll be ready ," 
Simmons said. 
no word s when asked what the fir st s tep is to 
building the kind of athletic prJ gram he wants to 
build. ' 'Adequate fundin g, that is Why we have to · ·1 
run it like a business . We had three football games 
After a 2-0 start, the Bison football team 
dropped its last nine games by progressively large 
margins , which prompted SO,ile critics to charge 
that last year's football sched\ile was entirely too 
difficult for an unestablished football program. But 
Simmons is not so sure if all factors have been 
considered. 
''I don't know, we moved the ball well 
against Division I Temple, but couldn ' t punch it in. 
Event~lly they wore down our defense," Simmons 
said. In all fairness to Simmons. those same critics 
were silent about the men 's basketball team who 
had an equally difficult schedule , but overcame a 1-
8 start to make its first NCAA plax-off appearance 
since 1981. ~ · -
last year wl1ere \ve could not accdmmodate all those 
who wa11ted tickets,'' Simmons pbinted out. 
Thus the effort to enclose Green Stadium, 
but Sin1111ons doesn't want 10 s1op there. ''We need 
a new stad ium:· Simmons declared. '' I realize that 
in the c urre nt fi sca l and budget crunch that a 
stadium is not going to get high priority, but it is 
still a necessi ty if we wan! to run thi s thing like a 
bu siness and tn ake the athlc1icl program pay for 
itselr:· I 
Simrnons \vas particularly appreciative of 
the Bi so n fan s and the s tude~ t body for their 
s upport la s t yea r, es pecially for the men's 
basketball team. ··The crowd li terally pulled us 
through in the ... I think it was the FAMU game.'' 
Simmons said , as he picked up a hone presumably ( 
IoCalr sC5'n1eo~1Qcb11fi'fm hi s 111 1nory. It was this 
Booters hope to iniproV1e 2-1 
By Terry Williams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University,.Booters are 
steadily gaining confidence and momentum after 
defeating Virginia Commonwealth at Greene 
Stadium on 'Saturday, according to Coach Curtis 
Landy. The final score was 3-2. Kana Hislop led 
all scorers with two goals, and Shannon Burgess 
added another goal in the Boater ' s victory. 
Although a great showing, the team could still 
improve .. Landy said that the Boaters were ' 'better 
than the week before'' in Saturday's performance. 
• Wednesday Afternoon 
Wednesday afternoon was an entirely 
different story. The Boaters had, to put it nicety: 
an off day. The Boaters placed their undefeated 
record on the line against the #8 ranked team in 
• • 
the countrx_, John Mason University (JMU). 
Despite losing six starters from ,last season, JMU 
defeated the Bison 4-0. Missed Shots and missed 
opportunities re sulted in the loss. I The Bison even 
added a goal for JMU on a muffed play. 
The Boaters will take their 2- 1 record on 
• the road thi s weekend to partii;:ipale in the New 
Jersey Tech Tournam~nt in Jersey City, N.J. 
' 
no defense, no special teams 
Gus: Detroit is overdue for a win at 
RFK. Pick: Lions 
Gus: Miami has Marino. Pick: no .. . Pick: Bills 
Andrea: Rypien was booed and 
angered by the RFK fans. Pick : 
Skins 
New Orleans ai Atlanta ; ' 
J 
Gus: Touchdowns vs. Field goals. 
Pick: Falcons 
Andrea Flash vs. Grind. Pick: 
Falcons 
NY. Giants at Chicago 
Gus: Bears at home. Pick: Bears 
Andrea: A Giants' team in the 90"s 
going 0-3 .. NOT! Pick: Giants 
' 
Phoenix at Dallas 
• 
Gus: Don't ask why. Pick: 
Cowboys 
Andrea NFC East-U Pick 'em. 
Pick: Cowboys 
Cincinnati at Green Bay 
Gus: Cincy's playing well. Pick: 
Bengals 
Andrea: Cincy's playing Green 
Bay. Pick: Bengals 
Dolphins 
Andrea: L.A. has Everett who's 
talent keeps going . and go ing 
and .... Pick: Dolphins. 
Tampa Bay at Minnesota 
Gus: Minnesota has a better learn . 
Pick: Vikings 
Andrea: Wyche and crew are 
pumped. Pick: Buccaneers. 
Denver at Philadelphia 
• 
Gus: Philly's on a mission . 
Eagles 
Andrea Very versatile QB's. 
Philly's has better D. Pick: ,Eagles. 
San Francisco at N.Y. Jets 
Gus: San Fran will bounce back, 
will not lose 2 in a row. Pick: 49ers. 
Andrea: Watters vs. McNeil 
backfields. Pick: 49ers. 
Indianapolis at Buffalo 
Gus: No huddle vs. No huddle . 
Pick: Bills 
' Cleveland at L.A. Raiders 
' . 
Gus: Kosar·s out. Pick: Raiders 
Andrea Raider's are coming off o 
a hekibreaker. Pick: RaiderS 
Karlsas City at Houston 
' 
Gus: 
, 
Paybacks are ah>-- Pick: 
Chiefs 
Andrea : Battle of the geriatric 
QB's. Pick: Oileis 
Seattle at New E gland ., 
G~s : New England's at home. 
They are better. Pitk: P-ats 
Andrea: New England's up and 
coming. but Sealtle has edge. Pick: 
• Seahawks 
Pittsburgh at San Diego 
1 • .. 
Gus: Stronger team. Pick: 
Steelers 
Andrea San Diego has a nice 
running game. Pick: Chargers 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• I 
• 
• 
1 
I 
• 
BB 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Brothers of 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
Fraternity. Incorporated 
BE1'A CHAPTER 
present 
l 'he End of Alpha Week Jam, 
A Tribute to 
BLACK WOMEN 
' 
The "Official " after Howard U. 
vs Cheyney S1. game" Party ! ! ! 
Saturday. Sept. 19 at 
THE DOME 
2100 M St. NW 
9 - until 
$4 over 21 / $6 under 
w/ college LD. 
$5 over 21 /$7 under 
w/out college I.D. 
PLEASE HELP! 
Children and teens will benefit 
From your shared time an talents. 
D.C. Thomas Circle (1 4th & 
Mass.) neighborhood program 
needs volunteers to serve as 
tutors and to assist with enrich-
ment activities weekdays and 
occasional weekend days. 
Community Children's Ministry. 
(202) 797-0106. 
Community Outreach, an organi.-
zation within HUSA devoted to 
bettering the community, appeals 
to all ~ervice organizations on 
HowaFd University's campus for 
volunteer cooperation. For more 
informqtion, contact Donna 
Newell at the HUSA office al 
806-7007, or Suite #I 02 in 
Blackburn Center. 
H.U. Student Cluster 
Big Brother/Sister's 
Welcome Back!!! 
I SI meeting nexl week, 
look 4 fliers. ~ 
The Finer Women of 
Alpha Chapter 
Zeta Phi B_ela Sorority, Inc. 
Cordially Invites All Ladies 
to the ZETA Tea Social 
Friday Sept. lf,1992 
7:20 p.m.;, 
Huma1l Ecology Living Room. 
Minister Michael 3X Speaks!! 
Blaok Economics: Do For Self 
of Suffer the tonsequences! ! 
The Destruction of a P**P/H* 
Economy. Sunday September 20 
at 2:00 p.m., in the Forum of the 
Blackbum Center. / 
The Howard Chapter of the 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
invites you to participate in 
''Youth Reclaiming Youth:'' A 
day of volunteering at Anacostia 
High School in Southeast. 
Sunday Septe1nber 20, 1992 1-6 
p.m. Sponsored by the BLACK 
STUDENT LEADERSHIP 
NETWORK: (202) 662-3516. 
Attention: All Studeets interest-
ed in beco1ning H.U. Student 
Ambassadors, please attend our 
first workshop for the 92-93 
school year. When: Sept. 
21, 1992 at 4· 7 p.m. Where: 
The Forum located in the 
Blackbum Center. 
ATTENTION!!! 
TO ALL Illinoisans: 1st official 
meeting will be held Wednesday 
September 22,, 1992 at 7:30-
9:00 p.m. At the Black~iim 
Center. Room 148-150. 
Attention Stu~ents, Faculty and 
Staff: The Integrated Methods II 
clasS in the School of Education 
will be conducting a recycling 
project on Sep~ember 22. Your 
cooperation will be greatly 
appreciated. Look for the. bins!! 
Attention: All N.J. Howardites. 
Please attend our first meeting 
for the 92-93 school year. 
When: Sept. 22, 1992 at 7;00 
p.m. Where: Room 143, in 
·Douglass Hall . 
The Ladles of Sigma Gamma 
Rho 'Sorority, Inc. 
Alpha Phi Chapter invite you 
to the "Sigma End·of·the-
Summer Social.'' 
Tuesday, September 22, 1992 at 
7:00 p.m. For Further informa-
tion:202) 667-5745. 
All Interested. Ladles are wel-
come. 
92-93' Ms. SCHOOL OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Pageant will be held on Sept. 
' -
THE HILLTOP September 18, 1992 
30 at 7:00 p.m., In the 
Blackbum·Audltorlum • 
Donation $1.00. 
ATIENTION: ' 
THE PERSING RIFLES 
FRATERNITY would like to 
invite All Interested Males to 
Attend An Infonnation Session 
Titled "Logg Hard Road" 
WHEN:) Wednesday Sept. 23, 
1992 at 7 p.m. 
WHERE: Douglass Hall. 
Room 321. - ~A~Tf,;;;;,E~NT;,;;;10.;,,..N~!~! ~~~~-
. ALL ENTREPRENEURS!! 
H.U. Entrepreneurs Society First 
Meeting 9/23/92, Wednesday 
6:00 p.m. Business Auditorium. 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, 
Inc. challenges the HU commu-
nity to join in a I OK Run/Fun 
walk to fight illiteracy. 
Sponsored by the Literacy 
Volunteers of America (LVA). 
Saturday September 26, 1992. 
Contact LVA for more informa-
• 
tion: (202) 387-1772. 
Cast Your Vote to Party with the 
Nupes. Saturday September 
26, 1992 at the Mirage. Located 
at 900 First St. S.E. 9 P.M. -
until . $5.00 w/vo1er registration 
card, or on-site registration. 
$7.00 w/o. 
Volunteers still needed for the 
92-93' annual Ms. School of 
Colnmunications pageant, to be 
held on Sept. 30. If interested 
leave a message for coo'rdina-
tors, Erika Woods or Ebony 
Warren 1n the School of com-
munication Student Council 
Office, C-234. 
Kappa Alpha P si Fraternity. Inc. 
Theta Tau Chapter would like 10 
thank all patrons in Slowe Hall 
and the Towers who supported 
us during our recent can food 
drive. Your donations are grea1-
ly appreciated. ~ 
Activist !! 
Make a difference in the up in 
coming election. Come join 
CLEC, and help bring some of 
the key issues to the forefront . 
National Heal th Care. 
Cruel Rights. 
Gay and Lesbians. 
Flexible hrs. Perfect for students. 
I p.m. - 4:30 p.m. & 5 p.m. -
9: 15 p.m. 8hrs. Call between 
I :30 p.m. - 5 p.m. M-F (202) 
828-0940. 
Let Tracey Lynn EXTEND 
YOUR BEAUTY students rates 
with ID. Weaves from $10, 
Braids from $40, twist from $60. 
For more information ca ll (202) 
986-3759. 
HANSOLO 
FRIDAYS (All Ladies Free 9 
p.m. • 11 p.m., complimentary 
Drinks for all 9 p.m. - 10 p.m.) 
MIRAGE NIGHT CLUB 
located at 900 FIRST ST. 
CAP. HILL.' 
SATURDAY (OFFICIAL 
AFTER GAME PARTY) THE 
TOUCHDOWN CLUB 20TH. 
& L N.W. Performances By 
''Tung Twista''. For more info. 
' call (202) 865-0225. 
Finance Clum Mixer! 
Chuck & Billy's!! 
TONIGHT 6 p.m. - 8 p.1n. 
Free Buffet & Cash Bar ! 
Attention 1 ! ! 
Student Entrepreneurs Interested 
in free Product Promotion 011 
Campus Please Contact the Arts 
and Sciences Student Council 
Blackburn room 106 
Attention: Bernard Blanchard 
Attention!! We need you as a 
mentor and friend for Douglass 
Jr: High School . Contact lhe 
Arts and Sciences Student 
Council Blackburn Room I 06 
Attention : Sherri Simpson 
Attention .all Sophmores! 
Come to the Welco111e Back 
' Mixer after the Gaine Jan1! 
Satur~ay Septe1nber 19. 1992 
4:30-8:00 
• Slowe Hall Col1rtyard 
Admission: I can good or 50 
cents Sponsored by: Sophotnore 
Class - College of Arts and 
Sciences 
F()RRENT: 
Housemate wanted: Townhouse, 
beautifully situated in Loga11 
Circle community. near Sutton 
' / Plaza. w/w carpet , w/d, secured 
building, balcony. access to 
sauna and roof deck. $400 utili-
ties included. Call (202) 332-
7194. 
Share Spacious Townhouse with 
Howard University Studen1s, 
w/d. Two rooms available, also 
self contained I bedroo1n apt 
with off s\ reet parking. Walking 
distance from can1pus. Leave 
message at (30 I ) 469-9340. 
Furnished roo1n for rent to 
mature female student . One 
block from campus. Call Mr. 
IT'S A WING THING 
,· WE KNOW YOU'LL UNDERSTAND! 
1210 U STREET, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, DC 
FOR FAST, FREE DELIVERY CALL 
$ 6 MINIMUM 
(202) 291-3985 
(202)291-3988 
MON.-SAT.-10A.M.-12A.M. 
SUN.-1IA.M.-8P.M. 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
ANY KIND OF SNACK ATTACK-$5.00 
A SODA AND FRENCH FRIES 
BUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN WINGS 
SNACK AlTACK 
SMALL 
MEDIUM 
U\RGE 
X-LARGE 
10 PIECES 
15 PIECES 
30 PIECES 
45 PIECES 
60 PIECES 
$3.25 
$4.75 
$9.00 
$14.00 
$18.00 
FLAVORS 
BUFFALO 
MtlD 
MEDIUM 
Har 
K .0 .'S 
CAJUN 
SPICEY 
HONEY 8-B-Q 
HICKORY SMOKE 
HICKORY SMOKE-QUE 
' 
TERIYAKE 
TERl·QUE 
HONEY MUSTARD 
LEMON & PEPPER . 
PARMESIAN& GARLl,C 
SIDE ORDERS 
FRENCH FRIES 
ONION RINGS 
MOZZARELLA STICKS 
SODA 
$ 1.25 
$1.75 
$2.75 
$.75 
PARTY PLATTERS 
50LB 
75LB 
100 LB 
$1.75 PER POUND 
$1.60 PER POUND 
$1.00 PER POUND 
-
Lloyd 832-6229. 
2 bedroom Apt. newly renovat-
ed, carpet, new kitchens and 
bathrooms, ceiling fans, security 
building. walking distance from 
campus. $575.00 and $550.00 
plus part utilities. Open Sat 7:00 
A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Sun 12:00-
2:00 P.M. 
Rooms (5) for rent!! Clean, ren-
ovated Kitchen and Bath! $265 
to $295 Near How~d Available 
Now• (301) 990-9577 
FOR RENT: 
3228 Hiatt Pl , 2 B,r, $700 234-
2653. 
1300 Harvard St, Eff $400., 
(202) 387-4754. 
1460 Euclid St. , Eff $375, (202) 
483-8154. 
LandlQrd: (30 I) 571-1998. 
Furnished Room For Rent!! 
Student Environment Near 
Howard University w/d, $275/m 
Including Utilities. Call (202) 
29 1-2248. 
Roon1- Good deal!! New 
House!! Carpet/Uti lities includ-
ed: $315.00 with $75.00 
deposit. (202) 723-4646 any-
tin1e. 
Fe1nale Wanted to Share Large 
2- Bedroom Apt. 1/.2 Blocks 
from Slowe. A/C, w/d, carpet. 
• (202) 723-4646 anytime. 
HELP WANTED 
Enthusiastic, Energetic and 
friendly person needed to market 
special ty item, work at your con-
venience, pressure free unlimited 
earnings. Transportation need-
ed. Call John at 452-5930 and 
leave message or 882-5845. 
Wa11ted: Reliable after-school 
childcare, Monday.: Friday. 
3:15-6 p.m. September 14, 
1992-mid-June I993. Prefer 
you have own car, $6-7 ao hour. 
Near Takoma Metro. Please call 
Amy Belasco at (202) 29I-4756-
cveni11gs/weekends or (202) 
226-29 13 daytime. 
'*CAMPUS REPS WANTED** 
IJEATWAVE VACATIONS!! 
SPRING BREAK 1993!! 
THE BEST RATES & THE 
BIGGEST COMMISSIONS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
CALL 800-395-WAVE 
NATIONAL MARKETING 
FIRM IS SEEKING AMBI-
TIOUS INDIVIDUALS TO 
WORK IN THE MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT AND PUB-
' LIC RELATIONS AREA OF 
OUR BUSINESS: 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
' $150-$350 (comm) Per wk 
PART-TIME 
$500-$750 (comm) Per wk 
FULL-TIME 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 
ARNOLD M. JOLIVET II 
(410) 832-6269 - BALT. 
(202)965-9 132 - D.C. 
SERVICES 
Professional VCR and Small 
Appliance Repair .. 
Free Estimates .. Affordable 
Rates .. Guaranteed Service .. 
Call John al (202) 882-5845 or 
(202) 452-5930. 
PERSONALS 
To: Karen Desterol Happy 
Sweet 16!!! 
. Buger 
From: Gabriel Desterol 
P.S. Daddy Likes your Future 
Roomate 
K.M . I 10ve you okay, I just 
l.k I 1111 S · 1 1 e you a ot . .. . er1ous y. 
Steve 
I love you - Oops! Now every-
one Knows. (Smile) 
KB 
Warren 
I'm glad we worked it out. 
Here's to new beginnings! 
Cheers! 
Mook .. 
My Beautiful Wife Kelly 
Murray-Hopkins. You were 
better than the rest and your 
love withstood the test of time. 
May we reign together forever 
side by side, as Ki.ng and 
Queen. I 
, The Big Man 
4-PLAY 
Get Well Soon! We love you 
and Miss You!! 
Ah-HA! 
Dear Kha'dijah, 
It took a while but it's finally 
here. For al I of those 
Hilltopics that I was supposed 
to give you and didn 't I apolo-
gize. But in this one I would 
like to thank Allah for making 
- . a person as beautiful as you on 
the outside as well JS on the 
inside as you are . ~will forev-
er love and apprecif te you and 
pray that our relati n sh ~p is 
everlasting. 
Rick!! 
I'd like to thank all those peo-
ple who helped me this week-
end when 'my car broke down 
going to Atlanta. Peace to 
Keith, Demitrius, Bullock, T. 
Dewayne, Denerick, Kim . 
Levi , Daryl , Tamika and Steve. 
Also special thanks to 
Sydney's boy who gave me 
$200 Good lookin put cool elf. 
HAPPY 21ST 1B'DAY ~-B-9 1. 
This will be a memorable one. 
' I love you . 
Welcome to the H~ward . 
University Family. From the 
Illinois Club. 
MJB LOVE YA' 
RDS 
M1chelle -~-
"Someday he'll come," 
if you let him 
' JB7Z, 
i(s only a matter of time bef0re you 
' realize that fear wiU indeed strike 
your heart. buL after you relax. you 
will find an all-encompassing 
stimualtion that will last forever. 
, , I 
1 pronuse yOtL 
• 
EVERY DAY LOW PRICE SPECIALS 
. - ' TRY OUR CURRY CHICKEN WITH RICE~ ROTI 
VEGETABLE: POTATO CHICK PEAS RICE ANl> ROTI 
GREEN PEAS WITH POTATO AND MILK C~ 
GYROS ON PITA I 
SUBS AND SANDWICHES 
' JAMACIAN BEEF PATIES 
• 
FOR H. U. STUDENTS 
IBUY 'fWO SlillCIES Of ll'IlllA AND GIE'f ONIE SOJF'f DRKNK iFRIEIE 
' . I ' IBU'lf ONIE lARGI!! ll'IlllA AND GIE'f 'fWO DOllARS IBAICJK 
' . . 
' ' 
• 
" 
2606 GEORGIA AVE., N.W. 
NEAR H.U. BUSINESS BUILDING 
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT 
FOR FAST SERVICE CALL: 
387-4111 .. 
• 
• 
I, 
YOU CAN PLAY YOUR LUCKY NUMBERS 
I 
' 
• 
f 
' 
' 
I ' 
' 
• 
' 
' 
• 
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• 
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• 
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